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"THE OLD LADY OF THE FLEET" 
U.S.S. NEW YORK 
(BB-34) 
'Build me straight, 0 worthy Master! 
Staunch and true, a goodly vessel. 
That shall laugh at all disaster, 
And with wave and whirlwind wrestle!' 
**""***~~~'* 
Just so long as men go down to the sea 
in ships-the "Twice told tales 'tween Tattoo 
and Taps" will ever sing the praises of 
"Wooden ships and Iron Men." 
'Tis not of the age of "Wooden ships and 
Iron Men" that herein lies a tale-this is a 
story of stout-hearted men who trod the deck 
of a stout-hearted ship-a ship that carried on 
in World War I and World War II, and served 
her country in keeping with the highest tradi-




HISTORY OF THE U.S.S. NEW YORK 
The U.S.S. NEW YORK, whose career 
spans a thirty-one year period embracing a 
volume of tradition which might well be the 
envy of any ship of the Fleet and whose name 
has been borne of six vessels of the United 
States Navy through 170 years of naval his-
tory, has the unique distinction of having 
played a noteworthy role in two world wars. 
April 1914 
Her construction was authorized by Con-
gress on 24 June, 1910. On September 11. 1911. 
her keel was laid; and she was commissioned 
15 April, 1914. The NEW YORK, with the 
TEXAS, was the first of our 14-inch gun ships. 
She rated 21 knots and her tonnage compared 
favorably with the best the British had, about 
27,000 tons. 
May 
Her first mission came soon after her com-
missioning when she was ordered to Vera 
Cruz at the time of the "Mexican Incident". 
There she remained until the fleet was with-
drawn. Rear Admiral Frank Fletcher, in com-
mand of the Fleet at Vera Cruz, shortly there-
after came on board the NEW YORK as flag. 
December 1915 
It was in December of 1915 that the tradi-
tion behind the NEW YORK's nickname the 
"Christmas Ship" began. Berthed at the Brook-
lyn Navy Yard, the officers and men of the 
ship suggested to their commanding officer, 
Captain Hugh Rodman, later Admiral Rodman, 
that a Christmas party be given for as many 
orphans as the big ship could accommodate. 
The success of the occasion resulted in the 
idea becoming a custom which has since 
spread to other ships. 
November 1917 
In November of 1917, the United States 
Battle Squadron 6, under the command of 
Rear Admiral Hugh Rodman with the NEW 
YORK as his flagship, sailed to reinforce the 
British Grand Fleet in the North Sea. Its ar-
rival on 7 December, 1917, was greeted by 
cheering British bluejackets joined by Admiral 
Sir David Beatty, himself, Commander-in-Chief 
of the British Navy. The NEW YORK'S captain 
at the time was the late Rear Admiral Charles 
(handlebars) Hughes, "beloved and seaman-
like." This ship was tiDe only United States 
flagship with the British Fleet. 
1918 
During 1918 the NEW YORK was given 
basis for the claim that her decks have felt 
the tread of more royal personages and high 
ranking admirals than those of any vessel in 
the United States Navy. 
May, July, November, 1918 
The parade of royalty began in May, 1918, 
when the Duke and Duchess of Athol were 
visitors on board. On November 3, Crown 
Prince Admiral Hirohito, now Emperor of 
Japan, and his staff were official guests of the 
ship. Seventeen days later came King George 
V and His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales, 
now the Duke of Windsor. The King had been 
on board previously on 22 July, a few days 
before the King and Queen of the Belgians 
had honored the battleship with their presence. 
That same year Admiral Sir David Beatty 
made several visits to the NEW YORK, as did 
our own Vice Admiral Sims. Another visitor 
was the Assistant Secretary of the Navy, 
Franklin D. Roosevelt. And twelve days after 
the ship's arrival in English waters, a com-
mittee from the House of Commons were 
guests on board. 
On 21 November, 1918, the NEW YORK 
played an important role in one of the most 
historic and impressive events of World War 
I-the surrender of the German High Seas 
Fleet at Scapa Flow. In the disposition she was 
the third squadron behind H. M. battleship 
QUEEN ELIZABETH, flying the flag of Admiral 
Sir David Beatty. 
Following the German Fleet surrender, 
this ship met President Wilson in mid Atlantic 
and escorted him to Brest, France, from where 
he proceeded to the peace conference at Ver-
sailles. 
1919 
During the spring of 1919, the NEW YORK 
operated in the Caribbean Sea. That summer 
she moved to the West Coast as a key unit 
in the new Pacific Fleet being formed. 
1926-27 
In 1926-27 she was completely modernized 
at the Norfolk Navy Yard. The most apparent 
visible change was the substitution of tripod 
for the old-fashioned cage masts. 
1929 
After her remodeling she returned to the 
West Coast, where she remained until 1929, 
when she came back to the East Coast again 
for an R.O.T.C. run to Cuba and Bermuda. 
1930-36 
The years 1930-36 were marked by Fleet 
Maneuvers in the Pacific which took the NEW 
YORK to Hawaii and Midway. 
1936 
In 1936 the ship's anti-aircraft battery set 
an all-time, all-Navy high for efficiency in 
short range practice. Captain Leo F. Welch, 
U. S. Navy was the commanding officer at the 
time. 
Laying of the keel, Navy Yard, N 0 Y 0 Sept. ll, 1911. 
Predecessor; the battle cruiser Uo So So New York, June 19030 

Shakedown cruise in 1914, the New York belches coal smoke 
and plunges ahead at twenty-one knots. 
Commissioning ceremonies. The flag flies over the New York 
for the first time. 
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Royalty pays historic call. King George V of England on the 
quarterdeck. 
Returning to New York City in 1919 after serving with the 
British Grand Fleet during the surrender of the German High 
Seas Fleet. 
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Leaving Norfolk after remodeling in 1927. 
May 1937 
The following year on May 12 the U.S.S. 
NEW YORK sailed for England with Admiral 
Hugh Rodman on board, who was to act as 
the personal representative of President Roose-
velt at the coronation in London of King 
George VI. Admiral Rodman had been a for-
mer captain of the ship in 1915-16 and flag in 
her at the time of the German Fleet surrender. 
The NEW YORK was the honored vessel 
chosen to represent our Navy in the Grand 
Naval Review that took place in English 
waters on May 20, 1937. 
1938, 1939-40 
In 1938 the venerable battleship was 
named as training ship for Naval Academy 
Midshipmen. The cruises which followed took 
her to Le Havre, France: Germany, through 
the Kiel Canal; Nova Scotia and Quebec, 
Canada ( 1939 ); and Venezuela and St. Thom-
as ( 1940 ). In the last four months of 1940 the 
NEW YORK · also made four V-7 training 
cruises between New York City and the Canal 
Zone. 
II 
In the year of 1926, the NEW YORK had 
her first "face-lifting"-among other changes 
she converted to oil burning. Other changes 
were made in keeping with the times, and the 
NEW YORK again went to sea..;;-her guns and 
excessive weight caused ..her to tal.<e on a 
heavy roll in any kind of;. a sea. 
Other c,han?~s were made with the pass-
ing oL the years, 'and it is interesting to note-
by way of comparison-THE U.S.S. NEW 
YORK of 1914 and the U.S.S. NEW YORK of 
1945:-
1914 
(At the time of 
commissioning) 
Displacement: 27,060 tons 
1945 
Length~ 572' 7, %" 




572' 7, %" 
106' %" 
34' Draft : 28' 6" 









12" thick 12" thick 
armor belt armor belt 
10-14"/ 45 10- 14"/ 45 
(Main Btry ) ( Main Btry ) 
21-5"/ 51 6-5"/ 51 
( Secn'dry Btry ) ( Secn'dry Btry ) 
4-21" Torpedo 40~40mm 
( in quads ) 
Tubes 46-20mm 
( submerged ) ( Anti-aircraft ) 
2 reciprocating 2 reciprocating 
14 6 
Coal Fuel Oil 
21 Knots 21 Knots 








Vice Admiral Emory S. Land, USN (retired). Rear Adrn· 
Ira] Jesse B 0 
. ldendorff USN. 
Rear Admiral John R. Beardall, USN 
Coptain John Holmes Macgruder, Jr., USN. 
The all-time log of the NEW YORK can 
be truly styled "Who's Who in the Navy." 
Ma ny distinguished naval officers-at one 
time in their career- served as members of the 
Ship's Company, U.S.S. NEW YORK. Many of 
these officers served afloa t and a shore in High 
Command Posts, two of them, Admirals F. W. 
Benson a nd W . V. Pratt-winning the Navy's 
" top post"-Chief of Naval Operations. The 
roll follows:-





er-in-Chief. Atlantic Fleet; 
Vice Admira l Jack Fletcher; 
Vice Admiral Aubrey Fitch; 
Vice Admiral Russell Willson, associ; 
a ted with the joint Chiefs of Staff; 
Vice Admiral Henry Newton; 
Vice Admiral E. S. Land, War Shipping 
Administrator; 
Rear Admiral W . R. Furlong, Pearl Har-
bor, Commandant, 1942; 
Rear Admiral C. A. Jones, Navy engi-
neer; 
Rear Admiral R. A. Theobald; 
Rear Admiral Howard F. Kingman; 
Commodore Thomas Van Metre. 
Rear Admiral Clark H. Woodward, who 
was relieved as ·Executive officer 
by Rear Admiral Gilbert Rowcliff; 
Admiral William V. Pratt; 
Rear Amiral J. R. Beardall, later Super-
intendent of the Naval Academy; 
Rear Admiral Frank H. Sadler; 
Captain J. B. Earle; 
Captain F. W. Benson; 
Captain Louis Snyder, Medical Corps. 
Rear Admiral Richard L. Conolly; 
"STAR-STUDDED ROLL OF HONOR" 
* * * 
Commodore John H. Magruder; 
Commodore A. H. Gray. 
1928: Rear Admiral W. D. Sample; 
Captain Charles J. Moore; 
Captain W. C. Ansell; 
Captain Dick Hartung; 
Captain W. V. R. Vieweg. 
1932: Vice Admiral Jesse Oldendorf; 
Rear Admiral Arthur Struble; 
Rear Admiral J. D. Boyle (Supply 
Corps ) ; 
Captain William Amsden. 
1934: Rear Admiral Husband E. Kimmel; 
Rear Admiral W. A. Kitts, III; 
Rear Admiral Walter S. DeLany. 
1939: Rear Admiral Robert S. Griffen. • 
Flag Officers Who Have Served in the U.S.S. 
NEW YORK Since Her Commissioning 
IS April 1914: 
Rear Admiral Cameron MeR. Winslow, 1914-
1914 
Rear Admiral Frank F. Fletcher, U.S.N., 1914-
1915 
Rear Admiral Henry T. Mayo, U.S.N., 1915-1915 
Rear Admiral DeWitt Coffman, U.S.N., 1916-
1916 
Rear Admiral Augustus F. Fechteler, U.S.N., 
1916-1917 
Rear Admiral Hugh Rodman, U.S.N., ( Flag-
ship sixth Battle Squadron, British Grand 
Fleet ) 1917-1919 
Vice Admiral Clarence S. Williams, U.S.N., 
1920-1921 
Rear Admiral Richard H. Jackson, U.S.N., 1922-
1923 
Rear Admiral Louis M. Nulton, U.S.N., 1923-
1924 
Rear Admiral Carl T. Vogelgesang, U.S.N., 
1925-1926 
Rear Admiral Montgomery M. Taylor, U.S.N., 
1928-1928 . 
Rear Admiral Frank B. Upham, U.S.N., 1929-
1930 
Rear Admiral Ha,ley H. Christy, U.S.N., 1929-
1930 
Rear Admiral Joel R. P. Pringle, U.S.N., 1930-
1931 
Rear Admiral David F. Sellers, U.S.N., l93Z-
1932 
Vice Admiral Luke McNamee, U.S.N., 1932-
1932 
Rear Admiral Walter R. Sexton, U.S.N., 1933-
1933 
Rear Admiral Clarence S. Kempff, U.S.N., 
1935-1935 
Rear Admiral Manley H. Simons, U.S.N., 1936-
1937 
Admiral Hugh R.odman, U.S.N., ( Coronation 
of George VI ) , -1937 
Rear Admiral Wilson Brown, U.S.N., 1937-1938 
Rear Admiral Alfred W. Johnson, U.S.N., 1938-
1939 
Rear Admiral Haynes Ellis, U.S.N., 1939-1940 
Rear Admiral David LeBreton, U.S.N., 1940-
1942 
Rear Admiral Alexander Sharp, U.S.N., 1942· 
1942 
Marines have served aboard the NEW 
YORK since her first commissioning. The list-
with ranks then held, and the year they served 
aboard, are as follows:-
VULTE, Nelson P., Captain-later Lieuten-
ant Colonel-deceased; 
TORREY, Philip H., 1st Lieutenant. later 
Major General, now retired; 
f Welch. usN. 
Capt. Leo · 
Rear Admiral R. M. Griffin, USN. Capt. J ames G 
· rady Ware, USN 
C':lpt. Kemp C. Christian. USN 
Rear Admiral G. F. Neal, USN 
BATES, Norman C., lst Lieutenant, later 
Major, now retired; 
THACKER, Miles R., 2nd Lieutenant, later 
Colonel; 
WILLCOX, Julian P., Major, later Lieuten-
ant Colonel; "' ..) 
JESCHKE, Richard H., lst Lieutenant, now 
Colonel; 
HALL, Wi!li'am C., 2nd Lieutenant, now 
Colonel; 
CURTIS, Donald, Captain, now Colonel; 
RILEY, Thomas F., Captain, now Lieuten-
ant Colonel; 
WATERS, George F., Jr., 2nd Lieutenant, 
now Lieutenant Colonel; 
ARSENAULT, Albert, 2nd Lieutenant, now 
Major; 
CAREY, Roland E., lst Lieutenant, now 
· Major; . 
POWERS, Robert W., 1st Lieutenant, now 
Captain; 
CARROLL, George P., 1st Lieutenant, now 
Captain; 
DURHAM, Thomas A., Jr., Captain, still 
aboard; 
MEREDITH, Paul L., 2nd Lieutenant, now 
aboard; 
HARLAN, Murray V., Jr., lst Lieutenant, 
now aboard. 
Commanding Officers of the U .S.S. NEW 
YORK since her commissioning:-
Captain Thomas S. Rogers, 1914-1915; 
Captain Hugh Rodman, 1915-1916; 
Captain Charles F. Hughes, 1918-1918; 
Captain Edward L. Beach, 1918-1919; 
Captain William V. Pratt, 1919-1920; 
Captain Ernest L. Bennett, 1920-1921; 
Captain Alfred W. Hinds, 1921-1923; 
Captain Roscoe C. Moody, 1923-1924; 
Captain David E. Theelen, 1924-1926; 
Captain Clarence A. Abele, 1926-1928; 
Captain Sinclair Gannon, 1928-1929; 
Captain Edward S. Jackson, 1929-1931; 
Captain George F. Neal, 1931-1933; 
Captain Husband E. Kimmel, 1933-1934; 
Captain John S. Abbott, 1934-1935; 
Captain Leo F. Welch, 1935-1937; 
Captain Guy E. Davis, 1937-1938; 
Captain Robert M. Griffin, 1938-1940; 
Captain Daniel E. Baroey, 1940-1941; 
Captain James G. Ware, 1941-1943; 
Captain Scott Umsted, 1942-1943; 
Captain Kemp C. Christiah, 1943-1945; 
Captain Grayson , B. Carter, 1945-1946; 
(Feb.); 
Commander George L. Hansen, 1946-1946; 
Captain Lowe H. Bibby, 1946-
# 
R8< 
Captain Richard Lansing Conolly, USN Rear Aclrn i-ral 
Clark H W 
. . oodward, USN 
Admiral Wilham V. Pwtt, USN ( retired ) 
Rear Admiral Sinclair Gannon, USN 
Admiral 1oncs B. 1ngrorn. USN 
Captain Lowe H. Bibby, USN, Commanding 
Officer since February, 1946- the New York's 
eighteenth captain. 
Admiral Hu>;band E. KimmeL USN Captain %ay'on B. Cane,, tJSN, Commanding 
Officer July 1945 to February 1946. 
VULTE, Nelson P., Captain 
15 April 1914 to 31 December 1914. 
Deceased. 
-
TORREY, Philip H., lst Lieuteuaut 
15 April 1914 to 20 April 1916. 
Major General ( Retd. ) 
THACKER, Miles R., 2nd Lieutenani 
12 September 1915 to 2 December 
1916. 
Colonel. 
JESCHKE, Richard H., lst Lieutenant 
29 October 1917 to 11 October 1918. 
Colonel. 
HALL, William C., 2nd Lieutenant 
10 October 1918 to 21 October 1920. 
Colonel. 
Cl)RTIS, Donald, Captain . RILEY, Thom::xs F., Captain 
15 May 1941 to 14 April 1942 
Colonel. 
28 November 1919 to 18 Nov. 1921 
Colonel. 
WATERS, George F., Jr., 2nd Lieut. 
16 January 1941 to 29 July 1943 
Lieutenant Colonel. 
ARSENAULT, Albert. 2nd Lieutenant 
28 March 1942 to 23 January 1943 
Major. 
/(if 'l[...,.;. 1 
.. .. 
~ 
POWERS, Robert W., lst Lieutenant 
7 January 1943 to 21 November 1944. 
Captain. 
DURHAM, Thomas A., Jr., Captain 
19 November 1944 to date. 
Captain. 
. "' 
CARROLL, George P., lst Lieutenant 
l August 1943 to 3 July 1945. 
Captain. 




Outstanding Events in the History of 
the NEW YORK 
1914: Ensign Kemp C. Christian, U.S.N., re-
ported aboard; later became her Skipper-
1943-1945- Captain Kemp C. Christian, U.S.N. 
* * * * * * 
1915: When the officers and men of the 
NEW YORK, at Christmas, at the Brooklyn 
Navy Yard, suggested to their Commanding 
Officer "that a Christmas Party be given for 
a s many orphans as the ship could accom-
modate", they started a Navy Tradition that 
has lasted over thirty years. The Commanding 
Officer-then- Captain Hugh Rodman-after-
wards Admiral Hugh Rodman, Comm::mding 
6th U. S. Fleet, World War I. 
1918 : On November 3, shortly before the oc-
casion of the surrender of the German High 
Seas Fleet, at Scapa Flow, Crown Prince Ad-
miral Hirohito, now Emperor of Japan, and his 
s taff, were official guests of the NEW YORK. 
The NEW YORK is the only U. S. ship that 
Hirohito ever visited. 
The NEW YORK's log dated 3 November 
1918, carried this item: "At 4:25 H.I.H. Ad-
miral Prince Hirohito, accompanied by the 
Prince of Connaught, and staff, came on 
board and inspected ship." 
* * * * 
1918: On November 21, the NEW YORK play-
ed an important part in one of the most his-
toric and impressive events of World War !-
the surrender of the German High Seas Fleet 
at Scapa Flow, where the NEW YORK was 
the Flagship of the Sixth Battle Squadron of 
the British Grand Fleet, the only U. S. Flag-
ship with the British Grand Fleet. 
* * * 
NEW YORK Has Schooled Most Flag Officers 
The U.S.S. NEW YORK has schooled more 
admirals and commodores than any other ship 
of the United States Fleet. 
NEW YORK Has Trained more than 13,000 
Men during the War 
Approximately 750 officers and 11,000 en-
listed men of the United States and Allied 
Navies and Coast Guards were trained in the 
NEW YORK Main Battery School and D. E. 
Gunnery School during 1943-44. In the sum-
mer of 1944 she trained approximately 1800 
Midshipmen from the United States Naval 
Academy. 
NEW YORK Represents United States at 
Coronation of King George VI 
The NEW YORK was the honored vessel 
chosen to represent the United States Navy in 
the Grand Naval Review that took place in 
English waters, on 20 May 1937, on the occa-
sion of the coronation of King George VI. 
NEW YORK Has Played Host to a 
Multitude of Royalty 
During her thirty-one years, the NEW 
YORK has played host to the following royal 
personages, among others: 
King George V 
King and Queen of the Belgians (King 
Albert) 
Prince of Wales ( now Duke of Windsor ) 
Sultan of Morocco 
Crown Prince Admiral Hirohito 
Duke and Duchess of· Athol 
Prince of Connaught 
NEW YORK Limped tprough the lwo lima 
Bombardment 
The NEW YORK participated in the Iwo 
Jima bombardment with one blade missing 
from her port screw, reducing her maximum 
speed to thirteen knots and hampering her 
maneuverability. In spite of this impediment, 
the NEW YORK closed to within 1500 yards of 
the invasion beaches for much of her bom-
barding'. 
LUCKY NEW YORK Has Never Been Damaged 
Though Often a Target 
Though repeatedly subjected to all forms 
of enemy attack-torpedoes, bombs coast ar-
tillery and suicide planes by the Japanese at 
Okinawa and Iwo Jima, coast artillery by the 
French at Safi, and torpedoes by the Germ:::ms 
at Fedala, North Africa-the NEW YORK was 
hit only once and then sustained only super-
ficial damage to the ship and two minor per-
sonnel casualties. The ship, unbelievably 
lucky through all its thirty-one years, is one 
of the three of thirteen old battleship of the 
United States Fleet to weather the entire war 
undamaged. 
The Luck of the LUCKY OLD LADY OF 
THE FLEET may be traced back to the horse-
shoe which was mounted on the ways when 
her keel was laid in the Brooklyn Navy Yard. 
TROPHIES 
In Peace-as well as in War-the NEW 
YORK made the headlines-proficiency in 
Gunnery, Engineering, Communications and 
Battle Efficiency · Merit. A "Mention in Dis-
patc..UeJ'~ found ,_the NE~ YORK w~th _top-bill-
mg) m many · ALNA V commumcahons to 
Tpe Fleet. 
A few of the trophies :-
1915: Auckland Cup Trophy; 
1915-
1916: American Defense Society Cup-
awarded the battleship making the 
highest score at Short Range Battle 
Practice. 
1916-
1917 : Gunnery Trophy :-White "E"; 
1921-
1922 : Knox Trophy-Gunnery Trophy-
White "E"; 
1924-
1925: Admiral Trenchard Section, Navy 
League Medals; 
1925-
1926 : Commendatory Merits- Red "E", 
Letter of recognition by Secretary 
of the Navy ( 95 'JI0 trophy ) ; 
1928-
1929: Standing # 1 in Communications; 
Standing # 2 in Engineering; 
1930-
1931 : Standing # 1 in Engineering; 
Standing # 2 in Gunnery; 
1930-
Standing # 2 in Battle Efficiency 
MerH; 
1931 : Trophy-White "E"; 
1932-
1933: Admiral Trenchard Section, Navy 
. League Medals; 
1933:_ 
1934 : Admiral Trenchard Section, Navy 
League Medals. 
.... 
"NEW YORK OR BUST" 
(Being a re-print from "THE. NEW YORKER", 
Oct. 27, 1945) 
The U.S.S. NEW YORK, a shabby, cross-
grained battleship, is a vessel that would en-
dear itself to the sort of people who l~ke to 
drink at the bar of the Murray Hill Hotel. She 
is a raffish old ship, and for quite a few years 
she has been carrying more armor, more men, 
and more guns than she can manage with any 
grace at all. Her appearance suggests a Lex-
ington Avenue GRANDE DAME staggering 
home with a load of truck from Macy's. She 
was built in the parasoled age of President 
Taft and the Stanley Steamer; she took part 
in one campaign, one war, and a number of 
formal ceremonies without firing a shot in 
earnest, and then, at an extremely advanced 
age, waddled boldly into battle and did ex-
cellently. She is an admirable relic of an-
other generation. In her better days, she was 
spruce, mannered, and elegant, and in the 
time of her decline she has been doughty and 
tough, with weathered sides and a fine, clear 
eye. Along with these commendable virtues, 
she has also some of the faults of age. She is 
cranky and has a tendency to break down 
when going from one place to another. She 
made American naval history at Okinawa, 
but she almost didn't get there. The men who 
sail the NEW YORK take a wry pride in her 
and call her, surprisingly often, the "Old 
Lody"; one of them once said that she was 
meant to be played by Alison Skipworth. 
Anthropomorphism survives more in sail-
ors, perhaps, than in man of any other occu-
pation, and, perhaps more than any other 
vesseL battleships are credited with having 
human characteristics. No two battleships, 
even sister ships, are alike, of course. All of 
them are custom jobs, built painstakingly at 
tremendous cost. It takes a year or so to con-
struct one, and by the time she is finished 
some characteristics are built right into her; 
she will acquire others as she grows old. Men 
in shipyards understand all this, and so do 
the men who sail the ships. 
The NEW YORK is the sixth warship of 
the United States Navy to bear that name. 
Since Colonial Days there has always been 
a NEW YORK. The first was a gondola, mount-
ing three guns and carrying forty-five men, in 
General Benedict Arnold's fleet on Lake Cham-
plain. She burned near Crown Point on Octob-
er 13, 1776. The second, a frigate of 1,130 tons, 
mounting thirty-six guns, was built in New 
York in 1799, cruised the West Indies, and 
served as flagship for Captain Richard V. Mor-
ris in the Mediterranean in 1802 and 1803. She 
burned, along with many other things, at 
Washington, in 1814. The third NEW YORK, 
a 2,633-ton ship of the line, never did put to 
sea. She was destroyed by the Federals when 
they abandoned the Norfolk Navy Yard in 
1861. The fourth, originally named the ON-
TARIO, a twenty-one gun sloop of 2,400 tons, 
was broken up in New York and sold for scrap 
in 1888. The fifth NEW YORK had more of a 
history. She was an 8,150-ton armored cruiser, 
launched on December 2, 1891, and she served 
as the flagship of Admiral Sampson in the 
Spanish-American War. She was at the battle 
of Santiago and helped destroy the Spanish 
fleet. After it was decided, in 1911, that only 
battleships should bear the names of states, 
her name was chu.nged to SARATOGA and 
later to ROCHESTER. After a tour of duty on 
the Asiatic Station, which ended in 1933, she 
was decommissioned. Five years later she wa§> 
sold as scrap iron. 
The current NEW YORK'S span of pro-
fessional life corresponds roughly to that of 
Walter Lippman, who came up from Harvard 
about the time her keel was laid. The launch-
ing ceremonies are usually the most gala 
event in the life of a vessel, but most men ac-
quainted with naval craft feel that the keel 
laying and the commissioning are more mov-
ing and important. The laying of the keel, 
which is the beginning of actual construction, 
has an ancient, rather awkward solemnity. 
There isn't much talk. Usually a small boy, 
of proper shipbuilding or seafaring lineage, 
puts in the first rivet. The keel of the NEW 
YORK was laid on SeptemJ:- :!r ll, 1911, at the 
New York Navy Yard, in Brooklyn, and the 
first rivet was driven by a · grandson of Ad-
miral Sampson, a four-year-old named Wat 
Tyler Cluverius, Jr., now a Rear Admiral. The 
launching took place on October 30, 1912, and 
Miss Elsie Calder, sixteen-year-old daughter 
of Senator William M. Calder of Brooklyn, 
christened the ship. Miss Calder became the 
wife of Robert C. Lee, who, in turn, became 
a Navy Captain. President William Howard 
Taft was there, along with George von L. 
Meyer, Secretary of the Navy; Governor John 
Alden Dix of New York; J. P. and Miss Anne 
Morgan; Senator Calder; Congressman Fitz-
gerald; and Congressman Fitzgerald's daugh-
ter, Kathleen, nine, who threw flowers in the 
water after Miss Calder broke a bottle on the 
NEW YORK'S bow. Senator Calder and Con-
gressman Fitzgerald were there because it was 
felt locally that they had kept several thou-
sands of their constituents at work by pre-
vailing upon the Navy to build the ship in 
Brooklyn. 
Mrs. Lee recalls today that she wore a 
white dress and carried a bouquet of pink 
roses at the ceremony. The men at the Yard 
had woven a basket for the champagne bottle 
out of strips of silver, which they figured 
would not only protect her from flying glass 
but would be a nice souvenir for her to take 
horns. The metal protected the bottle so well 
that it didn't break when Miss Calder swung 
it against the ship. As the vessel, to the hor-
ror of Miss Calder and everyone else, was 
sliding down the ways with the bottle still 
whole, a sailor riding on the bow grabbed the 
line from which the bottle hung and swung 
it away from the ship's side. Bottle and silver 
holder smashed back against the hull and 
broke, and the NEW YORK, properly christen-
ed, slid with a great splash into the East River. 
The newspapers the next morning report-
ed that tears had come to President's Taft's 
eyes, and Mrs. Lee remembers that they came 
to hers, too. 
The NEW YORK was commissioned in a 
typically sober, brusque naval ceremony on 
board the ship on April lS, 1914. Captain T. S. 
Rodgers read his orders from the Navy De-
partment, assuming command, accepted the 
ship from the builders, set the first watch, dis-
missed the men massed on deck. and went to 
pay formal calls on his superiors in the Yard. 
The first entry in the iog noted that 1,000 
pounds of onions, 600 dozen eggs, l 0 pounds 
of Fleischmann's Yeast, 1,000 pounds of 
bread, 490 pounds of cabbage, 539 pounds of 
pork loins were put aboard and that the ship 
had received a silver loving cup from the Fri-
gate CONSTITUTION Chapter of the Daugh-
ters of 1812, "officers and men assembling to 
accept it." The next day, a set of silver ar-
rived from the New York Yacht Club, which, 
while the ship was building, had kept a huge 
scale model in its clubrooms. The model is 
now used in classes at the Naval Academy. 
"No ceremony", the log says laconically of 
the receipt of this gift. There was no ceremony, 
either, when the Woman's Christian Temper-
ance Union gave comfort bags to the ship's 
company. Ten days before the NEW YORK 
was commissioned, Josephus Daniels, Wilson's 
Secretary of the Navy, had forbidden the use 
of alcoholic liquors on any United States war-
ship, a step seamen of other nations consider-
ed very unnautical. 
The U.S.S. NEW YORK represented a dif-
ferent attempt of the Taft administration to 
emulate the exhuberant Big Stick policies of 
Theodore Roosevelt. The difference was forced 
on Taft by political circumstances, Roosevelt 
had wanted four battleships a year, but Taft, 
faced with a hostile Democratic majority in 
Congress, had to hold his demands to two a 
yebr. The party out of power, in this case the 
Democrats, usually believes in economy. 
There was some embarrassment before the 
NEW YORK was completed. Five million, four 
hundred thousand dollars had been appropri-
ated to build her. When the vessel was about 
half finished, it was announced that its cost 
was going to exceed the sum voted by Con-
gress. Secretary of the Navy Meyer ordered 
construction held up for several months until 
Congress granted another million. When the 
ship was completed, it was found that she had 
actually cost less than had been estimated. 
At the time of her commissioning, the NEW 
YORK and the TEXAS were the two finest 
warships afloat. They were the first battle-
ships to be fitted with fourteen-inch guns. They 
had what contemporary reporters called "the 
best and thickest armor in the world." 
In their photographs they look ungainly in 
comparison with modern warships, but they 
were thought to be very handsome. Uncon-
ventionally, they were equipped with recipro-
cating engines. The turbine, an efficient device 
which furnishes smooth, steady power, had 
been used instead of reciprocating engines 
for several years by most navies, including 
our own. At the time the TEXAS and the NEW 
YORK were projected, however, the govern-
ment was quarreling with the turbine builders, 
who refused to adopt standards and specifi-
cations set by the Navy. Reciprocating en-
gines, of a design similar to that used in most 
locomotives were installed in the TEXAS and 
the NEW YORK as a rebuke to the turbine 
builders, who have been cooperative ever 
since. The NEW YORK and the TEXAS also 
had cage masts-American innovations later 
discarded for tripods, or pagoda-like armored 
conning towers. 
Naval officers wore high, starched collars, 
and their dress blues were cut a lot like the 
dress whites they wear now, with jackets but-
toning tight under the chin. The men's uniform 
was much like the present ones, although one 
but got rid of: seaman were allowed to dis-
continue wearing a jackknife on a lanyard 
around the neck, a detail some boys' sailor 
suits still preserve. In those days the food 
aboard ship was heavy. and long on such 
caloric stuff as beans, bread, roast beef, po-
tatoes, bologna, cheese and eggs. Navy re-
cruiting officers considered it necessary to 
stress the fact that the Navy was not full of 
foreigners, illiterates, ex-convicts, and ne-er-do-
wells, that church services were held on 
board, that the food was wholesome, that cor-
poral punishment had been abolished, and 
that sailors in general led a pleasant life. 
The NEW YORK had her shakedown 
cruise after being commissioned and, com-
bining personal and national business, went 
to Vera Cruz. It was at the time Mexico and 
the United States were having words. The 
NEW YORK steamed in and out of the little 
port for a few months, being lady-like and not 
firing her guns, then came back north in the 
fall, passed a routine year in Atlantic waters, 
and finally tied up at her home yard in Brook-
lyn in December, 1915. On Christmos Day that 
year, three of her sailors, walking along Sands 
Street. a rowdy, ramshackle avenue near the 
Navy Yard, saw three ragged children star-
ing into a bakery window. The sailors bought 
some decorations and toys and took the chil-
dren, and as many others as they could round 
up, aboard ship, where they hung up the dec-
orations, gave out the toys, and had a party. 
From that came the traditional Chrismas 
parties on the NEW YORK for children, a cus-
tom which eventually spread to other ships of 
the Navy. After the holidays, the NEW YORK 
led the Atlantic Fleet on a cruise to Bermuda 
and the West Indies. East of Puerto Rico, she 
did some practice firing at targets eighteen 
thousand yards away, a prodigious distance 
for that time. Frank J. Sprague, the inventor, 
who was along on the voyage as a civilian 
observer, later told the New York Electrical 
Society about the irresistible fire power of the 
NEW YORK and about a new device, the 
Sperry gyro-compass, which was being tried 
out on that vessel. 
When it began to look as though the 
United States was about to enter the first 
World War, the NEW YORK was ordered back 
home from maneuvers off Cuba. She reached 
Hampton Roads on March 27, 1917, ten days 
before we declared war. The crew expected to 
put out for Europe immediately, but the NEW 
YORK, along with the rest of the Atlantic 
Fleet, was held off Yorktown all spring and 
summer. The ships became a huge camp 
where thousands of recruits were trained. 
President Wilson visited the fleet on August 
ll th and gave the NEW YORK special at-
tention by crawling around in the No. 4 gun 
turret in his frock coat. A few days later the 
fleet sailed for New York, and finally, in No-
vember, the NEW YORK, the TEXAS, and a 
number of other ships comprising Battleship 
Division Nine, under Admiral Hugh Rodman, 
a former skipper of the NEW YORK, set out for 
Britain. The TEXAS went aground off Block 
Island and damaged herself, so she was con-
voyed back to port by the NEW YORK, which 
then turned around and caught up with the 
division. On arrival in European waters, this 
unit was renamed the Sixth Battle Squadron, 
assigned to the Allied Grand Fleet, under Vice-
Admiral David Beatty, and based at Scapa 
Flow. After that, its job was patrolling and 
keeping an eye out for the German Fleet. On 
Christmas, 1917, a hundred poor children of 
Edinburgh were given a party aboard the 
NEW YORK, anchored for the moment in the 
Firth of Forth. Admiral Rodman, described in 
a rather literary fashion by one of his men as 
"at home in a tempest, a bull in a ballroom", 
imposed a hard discipline on the Sixth Squad-
ron, which was later commended by Admiral 
Beatty as one of the most efficient units in his 
fleet. The NEW YORK'S men scrapped with 
British sailors on liberty precisely as they had 
scrapped with men of other American battle-
ships in American ports. Their only ccntact 
. with the enemy came when the ship unwitting-
ly ran down a German submarine at the en-
trance to Pentland Firth. The NEW .YORK'S · 
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screws were damaged and the submarine pre-
sumably was sunk. In July, 1918, the Old Lady 
received a visit from King George V, in the 
course of which he inspected the stokehold. 
An exhuberant fireman asked him if he would 
like to throw some coal on the fires, and to 
the surprise of all the King said he would, and 
he did. The shovel he used was afterward 
fondly burnished and hung in the ship's tro-
phy room, and the crew of the NEW YORK 
had a new boast: theirs was the only ship in 
the American Navy ever to have been stoked 
by a British monarch. On November 3, 1918, 
this notation was entered in the log: "At 4: 10 
held quarters for muster and inspection. At 
4:25 H.I.H Admiral Prince Yorihito accompan-
ied by the Prince of Connaught and staff came 
on board and inspected ship. Hauled down 
quarantine flag during visit. At 5:15 H.I.H. and 
staff left the ship." Yorihito was a yeoman's 
spelling of Hirohito, who, as Crown Prince, 
was making his precedent-breaking tour of 
Europe. _ 
Much of the Grand Fleet was in the Firth 
of Forth when the Armistice was announced. 
No one aboard the NEW YORK seemed much 
affected by the news until nightfall, and then, 
when the lights were left on and searchlights 
criss-crossed in the sky, the men began to go 
wild. The same thing happened on the other 
ships. Captains moved around among their 
crews, shaking hands. On the British ships, 
the order came to double splice the main 
brace, which meant a quadruple shot of King's 
tot for each man. On the American ships. the 
sailors raided the supply of alcohol used for 
torpedoes. Small boats visited among the 
ships, carrying officers from wardroom to 
wardroom. The Americans spent most of their 
time on British vessels, where there was 
liquor. 
Ten days later, the NEW YORK was one 
of the ships that put out to sea to accept the 
surrender of the German High Seas Fleet of 
thirteen battleships and battle cruisers, six 
light cruisers, forty-nine destroyers, and many 
~ 
auxiliaries. A few days afterward, Admiral 
Beatty came on board the NEW YORK for a 
farewell visit and inspection. The officers and 
men were assembled and he said to them, 
"I know quite well that you, as well as all of 
your British comrades, were bitterly disap-
pointed at not being able to give effect to that 
efficiency that you have so well maintained. 
It was a most disappointing day. It was a piti-
ful day, to see those great German ships com-
ing in like sheep being herded by dogs to their 
fold, without an effort on anybody's part. but 
it was a day that everybody could be proud 
of ... We do not want sympathy; we want 
recognition of the fact that the prestige of the 
Grand Fleet stood so high that it was suffi-
cient to cause the enemy to surrender without 
striking a blow . . . We trust your departure 
is only temporary and that the interchange of 
squadrons from the two great fleets of the 
Anglo-Saxon race may be repeated." 
The NEW YORK, flying a fifty-foot home-
ward-bound pennant bearing the legend "In 
God We Trust. New York or Bust," headed 
westward soon after Admiral Beatty's visit. 
She arrived with the squadron off Staten Is-
land on Christmas Day, and the men expected 
to be ashore by nightfall. Secretary Daniels, 
however wanted to review the entire squad-
ron, so the sailors stayed aboard until the 
next day, when Daniels and his Assistant 
Secretary Franklin D. Roosevelt, watched the 
ships pass in review off Bedloe's Island. Once 
the crews got ashore, the celebration lasted 
well into January. 
By the mid-twenties, the NEW YORK was 
regarded as middle-aged, as battleships go, 
and in the second rank of fighting ships. A 
little over two years after being commissioned 
in 1914, she had been outmoded by the NE-
VADA, OKLAHOMA, ARIZONA, and PENN-
SYLVANIA, but she kept her style, and she 
was fitted as a flagship. The Navy used to 
fit only a few if its warships as flagships, and 
those that have been so equipped stand a 
good chance of retaining their prestige for a 
long time. Such a ship was, in addition to 
quarters for her own officers and men, suites 
and offices for an admiral and his staff, and 
she must dress the part. The NEW YORK and 
the rest of the fleet set out in 1919 for the 
Pacific. People on the West Coast were ex-
ceedingly pleased to see almost the entire 
Navy in their ocean, and the NEW YORK was 
feted all the way from southern California to 
the State of Washington. By then the crew of 
the NEW YORK consisted of a nucleus of old 
professionals and a group of young men who 
wanted to see the world. She was under the 
command of Captain William V. Pratt, who 
today, as a retired admiral, writes for NEWS-
WEEK. Both Admiral Pratt and Rear Admiral 
Charles F. Hug~1es, who commanded the NEW 
YORK for <l while, eventually became Chief of 
Naval Operations, the highest job in the Navy; 
the NEW YORK is the only ship that has had 
two skippers who reached that height. Under 
Pratt, the NEW YORK won the fleet football 
trophy and furnished the bulk of an all-fleet 
football team which defeated an Army team 
124-0 on Armistice Day, 1920, at Pasadena. As 
the years went on, the NEW MEXICO, the 
MISSISSIPPI, the IDAHO, and then the Big 
Five- the TENNESSEE, COLORADO, CALI-
FORNIA, MARYLAND and WEST VIRGINIA-
were commissioned, and the NEW YORK went 
even lower on the list of fighting ships. 
In this period of her life she developed 
some of the traits which made men call her 
the Old Lady. She stayed in the Pacific for a 
long time, and the crew found it to their liking. 
Even the new seamen thought of themselves ·· 
as old, tough sailors, and their officers were 
wise enough to let them think so. The men 
referred to their ship not only as the Old Lady, 
but, with equal sentimentality, as an old pig-
iron sink, and went in for tattooing, even 
adopting, without apology, the blue dragon 
on the shoulder which before them had been 
the mark only of men on the China Station. 
Tailormades became the fashion on the NEW 
YORK for shore liberty and even for inspec-
tions. The jumpers of these uniforms had trim, 
narrow collars instead of the regulation broad 
ones, and trousers flared extravagantly at the 
bottom. The jumpers were long and tight, and 
the oxfords were of patent leather. The sailors 
of the OLD LADY were as natty as they come, 
and the adventurous girls who worked the 
dance halls on Market Street in San Francisco, 
Main Street in Los Angeles, and Water Street 
in San Diego, watched for their arrival. The 
racket jobs on board-laundrymen, pressers, 
tailors, barbers, canteen yeomen- were sold 
for hundreds of dollars, and money won in 
crap games kept many a sailor off extra duty. 
The men got out of work when they could, and 
yet they would spend their own money for 
paint and brightwork polish for their quarters. 
The Old Lady was the most stylish ship, and 
her men the most trim and pugnacious, in the 
Pacific. They made themselves at home in 
Honolulu, Panama, Portland, Bremerton and 
Seattle, and talked big and fought well with 
the men of other ships. 
In October, 1926, the NEW YORK return-
ed to the East Coast and went into drydock 
at Norfolk. She emerged, after almost a year, 
a quite different ship. She had been converted 
from a coal-burner to an oil-burner with equip-
ment salvaged from ships scrapped under the 
Washington Treaty. Her torpedo tubes had 
been removed, and bulges, for protection 
against torpedotis, had been built onto her 
hull; her old cage masts had been replaced by 
strong tripods, which would support modern 
fire-control apparatus. Some of her five-inch 
guns had been removed, and a number of 
anti-aircraft and other guns had been added; 
the angle of elevation of her big guns had 
been raised, increasing their range by several 
thousand yards; and her deck armor had been 
made heavier. A warship is a carefully plan-
ned and intricate piece of construction and 
any major changes are likely to upset her 
balance and impair her sea-worthiness. The 
revision and several later ones have made 
the NEW YORK a vessel that rolls and pitches, 
wallows a bit, and plods rather than cleaves 
her way through waves, as a battleship 
should. The new guns and armor gave her 
excessive weight and her roll took on the ex-
aggerated lurch of a drunk. 
She remained in the Atlantic most of the 
time and pitched around disgracefully in the 
rough going in that ocean. Her men had to 
work a good deal of the time in oilskins, and, 
to make matters worse, the compartment for 
the Marines on board was now so placed that 
the sailors had to go through it to get to their 
own quarters. Animosity between the sailors 
and the Mmines was always at a high level. 
The usually detached "Jane's Fighting s;1ips" 
speaks severely about the NEW YORK and the 
TEXAS, which a lso underwent conversion" ... 
slow since refit, hard to handle, and bad sea 
boats in rough water- wet and rolling so that 
the waves ride the bulges into the amidships 
casemate. Neither of these battleships is 
reckoned effective for war purposes." 
The NEW YORK, as a flagship, has al-
ways had her social duties. In 1920 whe she 
was still a well-behaved and unreconstructed 
boat, Franklin D. Roosevelt, who had just been 
nominated for Vice-President by .the Demo-
cratic Party, celebrated by sitting up most of 
the night in the skipper's cabin with Captain 
Pratt. She participated for several years in 
war games, usually attended by vesssls of the 
British, French, German, and Japanese Navies. 
She was a guest at the California Pacific 
International Exposition in San Diego in 1935, 
and then went to England for the naval review 
in honor of the coronation of King George VI, 
in 1937. There, the log noted: "Fireman 2/ c 
------- suffered a nose injury while 
disembarking from small boat due to mis-
judging distance from boat to gangway after 
five days leave." 
In England, she saw lots of German and 
Japanese craft, also guests at the review, most 
of them younger than herself and nearly all 
more stylish. During the first season of the 
New York World's Fair, her officers and crew 
put in one of the most strenuous social seasons 
a ship's complement has ever undergone. 
Grover Whalen had expected the whole Amer-
ican Navy to anchor in the North River and 
had lined up enough engagements to go 
around. The officers and men of the NEW 
YORK, and the few other ships the Navy 
could spare in those days, had to do their best. 
In December, 1938, the NEW YORK tied 
up in Norfolk and was boarded by a group of 
studious-looking and mysterious-acting civil-
ians from the Naval Research Laboratory. 
They installed some freakish equipment in a 
cabin in the forward superstructure, and only 
the civilians and a few officers ever saw it. 
All that most of the crew got to see was an odd-
looking antenna, which they came to call 
"the flying bedspring." Subsequently it be-
came known that the installation was called 
"Radio Detection and Range-finding Appara-
tus, Model XAF", or "radar", for short. The 
NEW YORK was the first large American ship 
to experiment with radar. For several months 
she indulged in maneuvers baffling and mo-
notonous to the crew but thrilling to the men 
who understood what the activities up forward 
were about. On January 14, 1930, as the Old 
Lady was heading out of Hampton Roads, the 
men at the radar scope picked up Thimble 
Shoal Diaphone, a tall light and fog whistle, 
at eighty-five hundred yards. Later, in a day-
light test, the outlines of the TEXAS were 
plotted at twenty-nine thousand yards. On Jan-
uary 16th, in what was considered the most 
crucial test, the NEW YORK, riding the chop-
PY A:lantic at night, picked up four "enemy" 
destroyers at sixteen thousand yards. 
Then came the second World War, and 
the Old Lady, no longer a fighting ship, had to 
go out to battle. First she wallowed in the sea 
lanes, guarding convoys, her guns manned by 
crews that were largely green, because her old 
men had been scattered through the service to 
steady new men on new ships. Then, at 0430, 
8 November 1942, aged twenty-eight, she went 
into action outside the harbor of Safi, in Mo-
rocco, to help cover the African invasion. The 
Batteire des Passes, at the harbor entrance, 
opened fire on an American destroyer in the 
Southern Attack Group, and the battle was on. 
The NEW YORK was ordered to knock out 
another battery, Railleuse, one of the most 
formidable shore instaliations the French had 
anywhere. The Old Lady's first salvo, the 
first she had ever fired in combat, was a 
direct hit, knocking out the battery's fire de-
tector and silencing its guns for two hours. 
when Railleuse started shooting again, the 
NEW YORK silenced it for good. Most of this 
was done in the dark, the NEW YORK'S offi-
cers plotting their position by dec;d reckoning. 
For some time, romantic students of naval 
history and readers of Conrad thought it 
would perhaps have been best if the NEW 
YORK's career had ended with her first, spec-
tacular, direct hit, for soon afterward she took 
a ground swell at Casablanca so badly that 
she almost turned over. She probably would 
have but for the seamanship of her shrewd 
and hardened skipper, Captain Scott Umsted. 
As it was, she was badly battered and it was 
extremely difficult to turn her to starboard. 
She came home and went into drydock again 
at Norfolk. Then she returned to convoy duty. 
She usually was accompanied by the Cruiser 
BROOKLYN, a vessel she put upon greatly. 
The NEW YORK and the BROOKLYN and 
some destroyers set out for Iceland with a 
convoy. After a few days, the Old Lady would 
break down. A destroyer would be _detached 
from the escort to see her home, and the 
BROOKLYN would carry on with what she 
had left. The NEW YORK was finally assigned 
to duty in Hampton Roads, which was about 
the equivalent of knitting socks. For a year, 
in the company of the WYOMING, which had 
lost most of her guns after the disarmament 
treaty of 1923, she was used to train thirteen 
thousand officers and men of the United States 
and Allied Navies. She and the WYOMING 
would race to see which would reach the only 
available docking space on Saturday after-
noons, and the ·WYOMING would usually win. 
The Old Lady would have to drop anchor out 
in the harbor and her sailors would have to 
resort to small boats to reach shore and lib-
erty. Her magazines were turned ~nto class-
rooms with blackboards. She was in the final, 
melancholy phase of a warship's life; she had 
become a training ship. One day in late April, 
1944, a rumor got around that she was going 
to push off next day for the invasion of Eu-
rope. One of her officers, a proud and eager 
man, ordered the magazines stripped of school 
equipment. Men gave up their shore liberty 
to help him put the stuff over the side and 
pile it on a pier. The next morning, desks, 
blackboards, pointers, and erasers were back, 
on higher authority; the rumor was nonsense. 
And then came a rumor that was true. 
The NEW YORK got up steam and went into 
the Norfolk Navy Yard for two thorough over-
haulings. She was outfitted with new guns, new 
radar, a new cafeteria, new most everything. 
Now, in addition to her six five-inch guns and 
ten fourteen-inch guns, she carried an anti-
aircraft setup of forty-two twenty-millimetre 
machine guns. She spent the summer taking 
Annapolis midshipmen on cruises to Trinidad. 
At length, in November, in the company of the 
NEVADA and the TEXAS, she headed for the 
Pacific. , , 
A thousand miles west of Panama, the 
NEW YORK broke down again. The other bat-
tleships-both of them elderly, too-left her, 
and made for San Pedro with a destroyer 
escort. Her crew had Christmas ashore. After 
a while their ship was declared to be in good 
shape again. She spent most of January in 
battle practice, bombarding San Clemente Is-
land, near Catalina, in competition with the 
new battle cruiser ALASKA. At the end of the 
month she was at Pearl Harbor, where, regu-
lations having relaxed since Josephus Dan-
iels' day, she took aboard 2,000 cases of beer. 
Then she headed west for the invasion of Iwo 
Jima, and a thousand miles out ran into more 
trouble. This time she lost a propeller blade. 
"Nobody said anything" a gunner's mate has 
recalled, "but you felt like everybody wanted 
to go off in a corner by himself and cry. We 
had all got as excited as hell in a quiet way. 
Maybe we were green, but we knew how to do 
what we had to do. We had been trying not to 
be cocky. but we were feeling professional 
and we were ready. Then that goddam old pig-
iron bastard goes and fluffs out again." 
The NEW YORK was ordered to Eniwetok 
Atoll, and she made it, rattling and vibrating. 
She had to m::rintain radio silence on the way, 
but she sent a plane ahead requesting that 
she be allowed to go into action anyway. She 
was told to proceed to Saipan, and from there 
she sailed for Iwo. 
A young yeoman has told me of an oc-
currence on this momentous trip of the NEW 
YORK. The Captain was practicing golf shots 
one day on the bridge, using a No. 5 iron, a 
piece of cotton in place of a ball, and a Ma-
rine guard as a retriever. Everything was pla-
cid, except the blade-shy propeller, when a 
strange object was seen following the vessel. 
It looked like a luminous metallic balloon, 
and was immediately and unanimously judged 
to be a Japanese secret weapon of some sort. 
"You should have seen our captain", the yeo-
man said. "He came back to the fantail and 
looked through his special binoculars. 'I see 
it', he said quietly. He was a great man in a 
crisis. Marines were assigned to the twenty-
millimetre guns, and they gathered in a little 
group on the starboard side of the bridge. The 
privates began opening ready boxes, and the 
gunnery sergeant, very professionaL put on 
his flash gear and rubbed pink cream on his 
face. The Captain yelled, calmly. of course, 
to the gunnery officer up in the sky controL 
'Guns, give me a range on that object!' The 
gunnery officer replied, 'approximately eight 
hundred yards.' The captain said, 'Good. I 
thought it was about that. Let 'em have it.' 
The twenty-millimetres sounded like popguns, 
and the tracers faded into the sky, very short. 
too. The Marine sergeant shouted, 'Bring them 
more to the left ' The captain yelled, 'Goddam 
it, guns, you're short! Operi it up, open it up!' 
The gunnery officer switched to the three-inch 
dual-purposes and opened the range to fifteen 
thousand yards. Still too short. We signalled 
to the destroyer alongside and it tried its five-
inch guns. Still no dice. It was getting late, 
and the mess cooks went below to fix supper. 
Finally, the navigator, who'd been asleep, 
came topside, rubbing his eyes. He put his 
hands down, looked around, and said, 'What 
the hell you shooting at?' That's Venus, a 
damn planet.' That's what Venus looked like 
out there," the yeoman concluded, "a Japa-
nese secret weapon. The gunnery officer said 
he guessed he was pretty short on that range. 
The Old Lady clattered up into her as-
signed position off Iwo on the night of D 
minus four. Then, for three days. steaming 
awkwardly up and down the coast. she, along 
with other warships, poured shells into the 
island. On the last day, she moved in to less 
than a thousand yards from the shore and 
fired at point-blank range. Her gunners could 
see J ap troops scurrying from one pillbox to 
another, and in the afternoon her fourteen-
inch guns hit an ammunition dump, which 
went up in a tremendous explosion. She fired 
all her fourteen-inch ammunition-1.290 shells. 
All told, she expended 1.350,000 pounds of 
shells-more than any o\her ship had during 
the pre-invasion bombardment. She lost one 
of her scouting planes, but suffered no damage 
herself. On the morning of D-Day she was 
ordered back to Saipan. She promptly dropped 
a blade from her second propeller. She bob-
bed along at four knots as her crew heard 
about the invasion over the radio. She laid up 
in a floating drydock in the Admiralties after 
a stop off for mail at Ulithi Atoll. 
The crew drank beer, played ball. and 
swam while the Old Lady got two new pro-
pellers. Then she made for Okinawa, at eigh-
teen knots. There, whatever her crankinesses 
and her frailties, she was glorious. She out-
raced a Jap torpedo. She took a Kamikaze 
plane on her catapult. She put in seventy-
eight days off Okinawa, the longest time an 
American warship has ever spent in a single 
engagement. She fired more than five and a 
half million pounds of shells into Okinawa, a 
world's record. She fired more shells than did 
all our warships in the invasion bombardment 
of Tarawa. She began firing five days before 
the landing, and she was the only capital 
ship to stay on the job continuously until the 
job was finished. She was the only one of our 
battleships and cruisers there not temporarily 
put out of action by Kamikazes or Japanese 
gunfire. Yet her duties were among the most 
dangerous. During one afternoon she scored 
twenty-five direct hits on Shuri Castle. Japa-
nese planes, submarines, suicide swimmers, 
and suicide boats tried to hurt her, and many 
of the men on the Old Lady aged noticeably 
in those fearful weeks. The skipper, Captain 
K. C. Christian, had only faint touches of gray 
in his hair when the NEW YORK went into 
the Pacific on this errand. It was white when 
he left Okinawa. Yet. with all the noise and 
violence, life on board was disciplined. After 
the tenth day. Captain Christian ordered phy-
sical drill for the men every morning; the 
NEW YORK ceased firing while it was going 
on. One day, when several cans of pineapple 
juice were missed from a storeroom, the skip-
per ordered cease fire while the ship was 
searched, unsuccessfully. Every man had to 
be shaved by 8 A.M. each day, and on the 
next to the last day off Okinawa a lively War 
Bond rally was staged aboard her. 
The NEW YORK fina1ly left Okinawa and 
headed home, her record swelled with com-
mendations from Army and Marine outfits, 
which said that her fire was the most accurate 
they had ever sel3n. Her hull was wrenched 
and warped from the strain of her gunfire, but 
any limping she did now was justified, any 
eccentricities could be dismissed as battle 
neurosis. She put in at Pearl Harbor, where 
she was visited by Archbishop Spellman, who 
was given one of her battle flags to bring back 
to St. Patrick's. Under the command of Captain 
Grayson Carter, she made her leisurely way 
to Los Angeles, where many of her ·crew were 
discharged from the Navy. Then she went 
down to the Canal and through to the East 
Coast. 
After a full life, the NEW YORK now faces 
the inevitable end. She is to be "stricken from 
the Navy roster." She may be scrapped; she 
may be blown up by an experimental atomic 
bomb; she may be sold to some friendly pow· 
er in need of a battleship, no matter how old 
and cranky and shrewish. "I kind of hope the 
Chinese get her," a boatswain's mate wh<? 
has served on her said the other day. "They'd 
understand her." 
-/ 
WILLIAM McGUIRE and 
MARK MURPHY. 
Veterans of War and the Waves-The aged but still formidable battleshiF 
USS New York cuts through the waves off the U. S. East Coast en route to 
a war mission. 
"Something to shoot at!" She did it. A 
statistical summary of the record of the U.S.S. 
NEW YORK shows the following: 
Operations 
1088 Days with the Atlantic Fleet ( December 
1941-November 1944 ) <J.. V 
North African Landing ( Safi ) 
2 Convoy Tri_p~ to !deland 
2 Convoy 'tnps to ScotlanQ 
2 Convoy Trips to Casablanca 
Training Duty in the Caribbean Sea and 
Chesapeake Bay 
276 Days with the Pacific Fleet 
Assault on Iwo Jima 
Assault and Occupation of Okinawa 
Shima 
Damage Sustained and Personnel Casualties 
Ori 14 April 1945, a Japanese suicide 
plane attacked the NEW YORK off Okinawa, 
demolishing one NEW YORK spotting plane 
on the catapult and crashing some fifty yards 
from the ship. The NEW YORK received only 
superficial damage. 
Two men were slightly wounded in action 
during the suicide plane attack of April 1945. 
Ammunition Expended Against the Enemy 
AMMUNITION EXPENDED BY OPERATIONS 
Rounds Pounds 
North African Landings 
14"145 ( bombardment ) 60 76,500 
Iwo Jima 
14 " I 45 ( bombardment ) 1,037 1,322,175 
5"151 ( bombardment ) 719 35,950 
3"150 ( bombardment ) 526 7,101 
40 mm (bombardment ) 4,135 
6,417 1,365,226 
Okinawa Shima 
14 " I 45 ( bombardment ) 4,159 5,302,725 
5"151 ( bombardment 7,001 350,050 
3"150 ( bombardment ) 183 2.471 
3"150 ( bombardment ) 
40mm ( bomb. and AA ) 
20mm ( anti-aircraft ) 
30 cal. ( strafing ) 
40mm ( bombardment) 
40mm ( anti-aircraft ) 
. 20mm ( a~ti-aircraft ) 
































30 cal. 30,000 
Total Rounds All Types 53,094 















Ship's Operations in General: 
Total miles steamed during the war-
123,867 miles 
Total hours underway during the war-
9,942.7 hours; the equivalent of-
414 days 
Total fuel oil consumption during the war 
- 22,367,996 gallons 
·------------------------
')[::lOp A1p }[[OJWN la)ua OJ 6uuoda1d 
The Storm Strikes- A Navy Supply vessel dragging its a nchor off the shore 
of Iceland during a re.cord breaking Janua ry s torm which whipped up 
m::mntainous ~eas. At times the icy wind b lew more tha n one hundred miles 
a n hour. 
July 1941 
In the months immediately preceding the 
outbreak of World War II, the NEW YORK 
was active in the Atlantic enforcing this coun-
try's neutrality. In July of 1941 she escorted 
troops to Reykjavik, Iceland in the historic 
peaceful occupation of that island as a de-
fensive base. 
Then followed a "neutrality cruise" in the 
North Atlantic, seventeen continuous days at 
sea, a notable accomplishment for the North 
Atlantic in those days. For three months after 
the neutrality cruise, the NEW YORK, in com-
pany with the TEXAS and the ARKANSAS. 
acted as station ship at Argentia, Newfound-
land, as protection against any possible en-
emy action in the waters near the new Amer-
ican base there. 
Hatches were battened down, all loose gear secured and every 
ship in the storm took a severe "Dusting". 
---~~..J;::_t. • 
A motor sailor breaks adrift from . one of the Navy Patrol 
vessels off Iceland. 
' 
--
.. - ---- . 
. 
. . 
The USS New York leads a convoy which extends further 
than the eye can see. 
Winter a\ Sea. 
December 1942 February 
At the outbreak of war on December 7, 
1941, the NEW YORK was undergoing a major 
overhaul at the Navy Yard, Norfolk, Virginia. 
Within two months, repairs had been com-
pleted, the ship had sailed from New York to 
Halifax, Nova Scotia, and from there had 
headed for Iceland in what was her first war-
time convoy trip. Submarine contacts were 
made en route, one just outside the harbor 
of Reykjavik, Iceland, and numerous depth 
charges were dropped. 
April . 
The NEW YORK returned to the East 
Coast and in late April set out on her second 
convoy trip to Iceland through the wintry 
North Atlantic waters, again via Halifax. 
June 
In June of 1942 she made the first of two 
convoy runs to Scotland. There were 25-30 
fast transports and tankers in the convoy, ac-
companied by 12 destroyers, one heavy 
cruiser and the NEW YORK. At the outset of 
the trip, an unverified surface sub contact was 
made astern of the convoy. Later a submarine 
surface contact was made by one of our de-
stroyers which opened fire. Results were not 
substantiated. Reaching the Firth of Forth 
without casualty, the ship anchored at Gren-
nock, Scotland, and after one week returned 
to New York. 
July 
The second cruise to Scotland proceeded 
without incident. Both these runs were made 
during the summer of '42 when the U-boat 
menace was at its height. Submarine contacts, 
though unverified, were numerous and the 
cruises were punctuated by the explosions of 
depth charges. 
Blimp over Convoy . 
November 
At Safi Harbor in the November North 
African Landings, this ship was credited with 
neutralizing the formidable Batterie Railleuse, 
strongest coastal defense unit in the region. 
Emerging unscathed from the 300 rounds fired 
by the battery's four 130mm guns, the old 
battleship hurled in sixty rounds from her 
main ·battery; Dne shot ricocheted through 
the observ<;~tion slot destroying all within and 
silencing the battery. · 
Rear Admiral Davidson, Commander 
Southern Attack Group, observed in his report 
that but for the effective fire delivered by the 
NEW YORK, the Batterie Railleuse could have 
made Safi Harbor untenable for our forces. 
Silencing the battery had saved the de-
stroyers COLE and BERNADOU from severe 
damage. 
1942 
The NEW YORK left Safi on 9 November 
and sailed for Casablanca, where she was 
4-6 thousand yards from the AUGUSTA when 
the latter was bombarded with salvos from 
the French battleship JEAN BART. And the 
NEW YORK was in Fedala Harbor when six 
ships were torpedoed on the 11th and 12th of 
November. Both times she sustained no dam-
age. 
December 1943 March 
In December of 1942 and March of 1943, 
two convoy trips were made to Casablanca. 
It is interesting to note that in the six 
Atlantic convoys escorted by· the NEW YORK, 
two each to Iceland, Scotland and Casablanca, 
none of our ships were lost or damaged as a 
result of enemy action. 
On 21 March the rails were manned for 
an official visit from the Sultan of Morocco 
and his aides. 
Safi, French Morocco--American transports and landing barges complete 
operations under the watchful eyes of Navy carrier-based planes. An SBD, 
Douglas Scout Bomber can be seen upper right. Safi lies about 130 mil~s 





Casablanca, French Morocco-An aerial view from the port 
side of the French battleship Jean Bart disclosing damage near 
. the bow and stern and also to sheds and other equipment. In 
right background, a large steamer lists badly. 
Awaiting the Signal-Warships and transports of the Allied 
invasion armada at anchor in a North African port await the 
command to begin the vast operation of conquering Sicily. 
. nerv-e cenwr ot tbe 
1he j>,a\\erie \Wl\ea~~rbo' ;a the North 
de\eases o\ .sah ]<aocked cal o\ acl,on 
1\hican \anO.>nqs . . 
'DY Ne'l'l '{ ork qunhre· 
Torpedoed USS Barr Enroute to Casa· 
blanca. 
Torpedo Damaged USS Barr 
Lies In Casablanca Harbor-
Her stern a shambles of twisted 
wreckage, the destroyer escort 
USS Barr lies in the harbor at 
Casablanca, French Morrocco, 
where she underwen-t tempo-
rary repairs to enable her to 
make the voyage back across 
the Atlantic to Boston. In an 
Atlantic action May 29, 1944 
she was torpedoed by a Nazi 
U-boat. The escort carrier USS 
Block Island was sunk in the 
same battle. The Barr has now 




Turret three manned by future gunnery officers of the fleet, fires in the 
Chesapeake Bay. 
July 1943 - June 1944 
During the year from 7 July 1943 to 10 
June 1944 a Destroyer Escort and Main Battery 
Gunnery School was conducted aboard the 
NEW YORK. The ship operated in the Chesa-
peake Bay area during the period training 
personnel of the United States Navy and 
Coast Guard and Allied Navies. The Main 
Battery School (14"/45) and the D. E. Gun-
nery School (3"/ 50, 40mm, 1.10/75 and 20mm) 
trained approximately 750 officers and 11.000 
enlisted personnel during this period. 
July - August 
In the period from 11 June to 31 August, 
the NEW YORK made three crlf.ises between 
Annapolis, Maryland, and TriniO.ad, B. W. I., 
training approximately 1.800 midshipmen from 
the United States Naval Academy. 
Blasted Ashore and Afloat-Sinking ships and burning docks 
prove the strength of American carrier-based planes during 
their recent two day strike at Manila Harbor. Few of the badly 
needed Japanese cargo ships escaped the destruction of 
American bombs. 
........ -- .. 
----- ---·-~ 
Turret four spits out smoke after firing during target practice 
at Kahoolawe Island, Jan., 1945. 
November 1945 
On 21 November the ship started for the 
West Coast passing through the Panama 
Canal and arriving at San Pedro, California, 
on 6 December. During her thirty-four day 
stay here the NEW YORK underwent an in-
tensive program of gunnery training off San 
Clemente Island in preparation for future sup-
port of amphibious landings. 
January 1945 
Leaving San Pedro on 12 January, 1945, 
the NEW YORK proceeded to Pearl Harbor 
from where, after refueling and arming, she 
set out to join other heavy units of the Pacific 
Fleet at Ulithi, then forming for the assault of 
Iwo Jima. En route she lost one blade from 
her port screw, reducing her maximum speed 
to 13 knots. Forced to leave the task group 
with which she was steaming (IDAHO and 
ARKANSAS), the NEW YORK headed for 
Eniwetok to survey the damage and await 
further orders. With her screw still damaged, 
she left Eniwetok after a two-day stay and 
proceeded directly to Saipan to meet the task 
force which had since formed at Ulithi. At 
Saipan she participated in a rehearsal of the 
Iwo Jima operation. 
February 
In early February the NEW YORK, her 
speed still impaired, left Saipan and set out 
for Iwo Jima well ahead of the main body, 
which was to catch up later. On February 16 
she began the pre-invasion bombardment of 
Iwo Jima with the others units of Task Force 
54. The NEW YORK bombarded for three days, 
the entire pre-invasion bombardment period, 
and then was withdrawn because of the dam-
age of her screw. During this three-day period 
she expended more ammunition than any 
other ship present. And she made the most 
colorful shot of the operation with a direct 
main battery hit on an ammunition storage 
which resulted in its destruction. 
• 
Another ::;tep Towards Tokyo: Marines ::;mash Ashore at Iwo Jima-slashing 
through the water towards their objective. Marine-laden amtracs open the 
battle for the vital base of I wo Jima. In the background are ships of the vast 
Navy invasion flotilla. This is an excerpt from a Coast Guard motion picture 
of the assault, flown back to Washington, D. C., by a Navy officer. 
Standing ready for action before Mt. Suribachi on Iwo Jima, 
February, 1945. 
The invasion beaches of Iwo Jima look bare and uninhabi-
tated during the pre-invasion bombardment. 

Turrets 1 and 2 blast Iwo Jima during three day pre-invasion 
bombardment. 
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The NEW YORK was under repair at 
Manus for three weeks in preparation for the 
assault and occupation of Okinawa Shima. 
Travelling alone, she arrived at Okinawa on 
27 March, L-5 Day, and again joined Task 
Force 54. For 76 consecutive days following, 
she remained in action, a period longer than 
any other capital ship in the longest and 
largest naval action of the war. The NEW 
YORK participated in the pre-invasion bom-
bardment, covered the landings on the 
beaches in front of Yontan Airfield, and fur-
nished close support for the advance of the 
Tenth Army and Marines from the beginning 
of the campaign to the very end. 
During this 76-day period, the NEW YORK 
fired more than 11,000 rounds of 14-inch and 
5-inch ammunition, some 5,500,000 pounds. 
AT OKINAWA 
The "BIG MOMENT" in the life of the 
NEW YORK. came at Okinawa. The long 
drills of Peace-time; exacting shipboard rou-
tine; gunnery exercises-"paid off", at Okin-
awa: 
During 78 days in the Okinawa Campaign 
the U.S.S. NEW YORK provided more close 
support for the advance of ground troops than 
has any other ship in the history of naval war-
fare. Antiquated, uncomfortable, and .ill-equip-
ped to defend herself from the air, she weath-
ered the most intense air attacks of the Pacific 
War and stuck it out with the Army and Ma-
rines from before L-Day to the bitter end. 
Following pre-invasion and covering bom-
bardments of 27 March to l April and the few 
days following when she prepared the way 
for the advance of the First and Sixth Marine 
Divisions to the north of Ishikawa Peninsula, 
the NEW YORK moved south in close support 
of slow advances by the Twenty-Fourth Army 
Corps. 
On the 7th and 8th of April, the 96th In-
fantry Division was engaged in a furious as-
sault on what one artillery officer later de-
scribed as the Jap Siegfried Line, anchored at 
the west by a series of ridges just south of the 
towns of Kakazu and Machinato. The battle 
gained such intensity that the official Navy 
communique later called it the heaviest artil-
lery duel of the Pacific war to date. In ans-
wer to requests for support from ground forces 
who reported critical conditions and heavy 
enemy opposition from the ridges, the NEW 
YORK answered with a withering barrage of 
14-inch and 5-inch shells, so rapidly that paint 
on her 5-inch gun barrels blistered and boiled. 
The Shore Fire Control Officer reported that 
the firing caused mass exodus of enemy troops 
and effectively neutralized the area and sent 
the following message to the ship: 
"I want to give you a 'wonderful 
shooting'. Well done, well done. You were 
a major factor in taking the hill and you 
will go down on our list as one of the 
best ships we ever spotted for." 
After further close support rendered the 
Twenty-Fourth Army Corps from the west, de-
struction fire by day and harassing fire by 
night, the NEW YORK joined the Eastern Bom-
bardment Group on 13 April and on that day 
joined the first group of battleships to render 
fire support from inside Nakagusuku Wan 
(now Buckner Bay). 
At this time the Tenth Army was re-de-
ploying and making preparations for an all-
out offensive to be thrown against the enemy's 
Siegfried Line on 19 April. For five days pre-
ceding, night and day, the NEW YORK pound-
ed out a path for their advance. On 13 and 
14 Apri~ strong enemy counter-attacks were re-
pelled by fire support ships, including the 
NEW YORK. On those dates the NEW YORK 
pounded the strong eastern flank of the enemy 
line, Conical Hill, and scored sixteen direct 
hits with 14-inch shells on enemy fortifications 
on that commanding position. 
On 15 April, the NEW YORK celebrated 
her thirty-first birthday with continued sup-
port for the coming Army drive south, unruf-
fled by a suicide plane hit of the previous 
night. On 17 April, after five days of heavy 
action against enemy strong points around 
Shuri, Yonabaru, and on Chinen Peninsula, the 
NEW YORK again set the pace by joining the 
first group of fire support ships to stay inside 
Nakagusuki Wan all night to cover ground 
forces. 
After having played a major part in set-
ting the stage for the Tenth Army offensive, 
the NEW YORK, on 19 April, moved south and 
east and joined fast battleships of Task Force 
58 to divert enemy attention from the offensive 
by what has been called "one of the heaviest 
bombardments ever made in support of am-
phibious troops," which were making demon-
stration landings on southeastern beaches. 
For the next few days the NEW YORK 
operated again from waters in the East China 
Sea, bombarding from the west in support of 
bitter fighting by the 27th Infantry division 
east of Machinate airfield and on the ap-
---- ---- -- --- ---
preaches to Naha and Shuri. During the night 
of 20 April the NEW YORK answered with 5-
inch starshells an urgent call from ground 
forces who reported attempted enemy infiltra-
tion. On 23 April she pounded Sugarloaf Hill, 
and while Twenty-Fourth Army Corps troops 
were attacking Hill 178 she supported them 
by directing neutralizing fire against near-by 
Hill 187, scoring 12 direct hits on installations 
on this key hill guarding Shuri, the bastion of 
the enemy line. 
Following the intense activity of 23-24 
April, the NEW YORK received the following 
messages from units of the Tenth Army: 
"Thank you. That was some helluva 
swell shooting you did this afternoon. 
Hope we have the pleasure of working 
with you again sometime." 
"Highly pleased with your work to-
day. Results have been very satisfactory 
and (your planes) turned in a very good 
performance." 
During the first days of May, the NEW 
YORK furnished close and deep support from 
the west and the east. While newly deployed 
First Marines in the west advanced slowly 
toward Naha and the Twenty-Fourth Corps 
encountered intense opposition around Shuri, 
the NEW YORK pounded strong enemy posi-
tions on high ground from which most oppo-
sition was coming. 
From 4 May to 14 May, the NEW YORK 
worked with the Twenty-Fourth Corps and the 
Marine III Amphibious Corps from a position 
inside Nakagusuku Wan. The first few days 
saw heavy enemy counter-attacks, during 
which time ground forces were preparing for 
a second all-out offensive set for 11 May. The 
NEW YORK contributed to reported heavy 
enemy casualties and softened enemy de-
fenses by pounding the enemy's eastern 
stronghold, Yonabaru, with 357 tons of main 
battery ammunition during the three days 
commencing 4 May. With no more main bat-
tery ammunition on board and none left in 
the area, the NEW YORK continued its bom-
bardment with its 5-inch guns which had al-
ready passed their "gun life" point. 
From headquarters 7th Infantry Division 
the NEW YORK received the following mes-
sage on 8 May : 
"NEW YORK work for us has been 
excellent and we would like her services 
again when she has been re-armed." 
One day after the start of the 11 May 
offensive, major enemy resistance in the east 
was centered on Conical Hill and in the cen-
ter on Shuri. The NEW YORK's secondary bat-
tery furnished close support to the 96th In-
fantry Division on 12 May in their Conical Hill 
assault by covering strong enemy positions on 
high ground just south of Conical Hill. During 
the following days when the 77th Infantry 
Division and the Sixth Marine Division were 
pressing on Shuri against heavy opposition, 
the NEW YORK moved around the island to 
the west and took under fire enemy fortifica-
tions commanding Shuri and Naha. 
On 14 May the NEW YORK received the 
following message from Commander Battle-
ship Division FIVE, on his departure from the 
area: 
"Good luck to you and your gang. 
You have left nothing to be desired." 
On 25 May, with her supply of 14-inch 
ammunition replenished after 18 days of un-
pleasant main battery idleness, the NEW 
YORK moved in to support final stages of the 
assault against Shuri. Now working with the 
First Marine Division, the NEW YORK, during 
25-27 May, played a major part in the anni-
hilation of enemy troops evacuating Shuri. 
On 26 May, Lt. (jg) R. R. REILAND, fly-
ing a NEW YORK spotting plane, observed the 
first movements of enemy troops from be-
sieged Shuri-the first sizeable troop move-
ments in the Okinawa Campaign. Headquar-
ters First Marine Division, when informed, re.-
quested the NEW YORK to open fire with her 
main l;>attery which she did immediately. 
Marine artillery, coached on by Lt. (jg) 
REILAND, and other fire support ships joined 
in and inflicted severe casualties on the en-
emy. For two days the NEW YORK hammered 
the retreating enemy in their narrow escape 
corridor. 
For its prompt action on 26 May, the NEW 
YORK received the following message from 
Headquarters First Marine Division: 
"Thank you for the way in which you 
started firing so fast. We expected to wait 
about an hour after we requested your 
fire. It was very good. You boys out there 
are really doing a good job. Believe me, 
we really appreciate it very much." 
On 27 May, the Commanding General, 
First Marine Division, sent the following mes-
sage to the NEW YORK, NEW ORLEANS, and 
VINCENNES: 
"Our congratulations and thanks for 
prompt response this afternoon when Nips 
were caught on the road with kimonos 
down.'' 
As the enemy fled southward during the 
first days of June, the NEW YORK was there 
to meet them just as it had been on L-Day. 
The NEW YORK covered the amphibious land-
ing of the Sixth Marine Division on Naha Pen-
insula on 4 June and worked in close support 
of the Sixth Marines against the few remain-
ing Japanese defenses around Naha Airfield. 
When Japan "wrote off" Okinawa on 7 June, 
the NEW YORK was smashing its retreating 
troops just north of ltoman Town. 
The NEW YORK departed on 11 June, 
after close participation in the entire campaign, 
with this message from Vice Admiral Hill, 
CTF 31: 
"Your departure would bring comfort 
to a lot of Japs were they alive to know 
of it. Your accurate gunfire and your ag-
gressive spirit have done much to speed 
this campaign. Saw you do the same 




Days in the combat area 
(believed to be a record) 78 
Number of days on firing line 46 
Number of nights firing as-
signments 34 
Number of times ship re-armed 9 
Bombardment ammunition ex-
pended (main and secondary 
batteries) 1 1.160 rounds 
5;652,775 pounds . 
Number of air alerts 206 
(length varied from 2 minutes 
to 8 hours 40 minutes) 
Time spent at air defense 
stations 360 hours 
15 days The equivalent of 
Ebb-Tide of Empire-The long roll of the Jap tide of empire washes to the 
shores of Okinawa in the Ryukyus on its course back to the Nippon home-
land. Landing craft of the Navy armm;la which transported and supported 
ground forces in the campaign, populate the waters off the shores of the 
island. The battle began on April 1. 1945. 
Ie Shima Promontory-A Navy photographer flying over the pinpoint island 
of Ie Shima, just west of the northern portion of Okinawa Jima, took this close-
up of the tiny island's highest point. It was on this dot of land that Ernie 
Pyle, famed war correspondent, was killed by a Jap sniper. 
Manning the chains during the special sea de-
tail while entering anchorage off Okinawa. 
Planes of Third Fleet Strike at 
Japs on Okinawa - Smoke 
seeps from a Jap ship following 
a strike by carrier-based planes 
during the raid by Admiral 
Halsey's Third Fleet on Octo-
ber 10, 1944, on Okinawa in the 
Rynkyu Islands. The ship was 
later sunk. 
Navy Air Arm Blasts Okinawa-Smoke rises from bomb hits 
scored by Navy carrier-based bombers during the barrage 
preceding the landing of Army troops and Marines on Oki-
nawa on Easter Sunday, April 1, 1945. 
.tlattleship's Shells in Mid-Air-Caught by the camera as Lut:y 
soared through the sky en route to distant targets on Okinawa, 
the 16-inch projectiles hurled by the Navy battleship at the 
right resemble a flight of planes against the dark sky. Behind 
them, jets of vari-colored smoke mark their starting place. 
Loading more AA ammunition from LST at Kerama Rhetto. 
Kerama Rhetto again for more stores and ammunition. 
First day on the firing line; guns are trained out toward Jap 
Okinawa defenses. March 27, 1945. 
Destroyer passes close aboard at Kerama Rhetto. 
Ammunition comes along side at Kerama Rhetto. 
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A carrier of the Shokako class. 
New "Rising Sun" For Okinawa. 
Ie Shima Pinpoint Island Near Okinawa. 
Invasion Craft Hit the Beach On Iheya Jima-Invasion craft reach 
the beach on Iheya Jima June 3 as American forces invade that 
strategic island, about 15 miles from Okinawa, battleground of 
ours and Japanese forces. Smoke rises from a burning enemy 
emplacement hit by a shell near the small village where the craft 
are landing. 
AVIATION UNIT U.S.S. NEW YORK 
Performance of the U.S.S. NEW YORK'S 
aviation unit at Okinawa was truly outstand-
ing. Its accurate spotting, keen observing, and 
willing and tireless cooperation with this ship, 
other ships, and· ground forces, are to be es-
pecially noted. Indicative of its sustained ex-
cellent performance during the NEW YORK'S 
entire stay is the following message received 
from the Commanding General, First Marine 
Division, on 21 May: · 
'.'The CG wishes to commend the 
action of Lt. REILAND, U.S.N., on May 17. 
Com. Gen. 1st Mar. Div. · boots action to 
CO USSNY. Being unable to bring naval 
gunfire to bear he requested permission to 
spot field artillery fire. He accurately 
spotted the fire of the Sixth Battalion of 
155 howitzers, destroying two enemy guns. 
He also gave valuable information of 
hostile troops and strong points which ma-
terially aided the advance of our troops." 
AVIATION UNIT STATISTICS 













( 30 cal.) 30,000 rounds 
In addition to spotting the NEW YORK'S gun-
fire, the planes spotted for gunfire of the fol-
lowing units : 
U.S.S. WEST VIRGINIA, U.S.S. NEW MEX-
ICO, U.S.S. MOBILE, U.S.S. ST. LOUIS, 
U.S.S. NEW ORLEANS, U.S.S. LOUIS-
VILLE, U.S.S. LAWS, U.S.S. HALL, U.S.S. 
BARTON, U.S.S. HOOD, U.S.S. ROOKS, 
FIRST MARINE DIY., 77th INF. DIY., 7th 
INF. DIY. 
No NEW YORK planes were fatally hit by 
AA fire during the operation, though sub-
jected to it almost constantly. Non-fatal hits 
were sustained on eight occasions. One air-
sea rescue was effected by Ensign D. NITZ 
300 yards off an Okinawa beach under AA 
fire, on 31 March. 
Ship swings hard to port to create slick for a "Charlie" recovery of an 
OS2U. 
An OS2U on deck for an overhaul. 
Battleship's "Eyes" Goes Aloft For A Look-Known as the 
"eyes" of a battleship, an observation plane takes off from a 
catapult for an aerial patrol off the U. S. East Coast. 
, 
• 
Loading Port Bomb on OS. 
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1945 
Though repeatedly subjected to all forms 
of enemy attack-torpedoes, bombs, coast 
artillery and suicide planes by the Japanese at 
Okinawa, coast artillery by the French at Safi, 
and torpedoes by the Germans at Fedala, 
North Africa-the NEW YORK was hit only 
once and then sustained only superficial dam-
age to the ship and two minor personnel cas-
ualties. The ship, unbelievably lucky through 
all its thirty-one years, is one of the three of 
the thirteen old battleships of the United 
States Fleet to weather the entire war un-
damaged. 
June 
The NEW YORK left Okinawa on 12 June 
after the island had been declared secured and 
proceeded to Pearl Harbor, via Ulithi and Eni-
wetok. At Pearl Harbor she was completely 
regunned, both 14-inch and 5-inch, the first 
major ship ever regunned at an advanced 
base. 
Nearly ready for battle again when the 
war ended, the NEW YORK was sent to San 
Pedro loaded with 850 passengers ready for 
discharge and transfer in the United States. 
INSTRUMENT OF SURRENDER 
acting by command of and in behalf of file Emperor of Japan, file 
JapantiStl Governmtlnf and tlltl Japanese Imperial General Headquarters, 
llerttbY acctlpf the provisions set forth in 1118 declaration issued by tile heads 
of the Gavernmtlnfs of fhtl Uniftld Slates, China and Gr eat Britain on 26 
July 1945, of Potsdam, and subst1qut1nfly adhered to by the Union of Soviet 
Socialist Rtlpublics, which four powers art1 hereafl~r referred to os tile Alli ed 
Powers. 
We hereby proclaim file unconditional surrender to the Allied 
Powers of the Japantlstl Imperial General Headquarters and of all 
Japanese armed forces and all armed forces under Japanese control 
wherever situated. 
We ht1reby command all Japanese forces wherever situated and 
rile Japantlse people to cease hostilities fortllwi fll, t o preserve and save 
frgm damage all ships, aircraft, and military and civil properly and to 
comply with all requirements which may be imposed by tile Supreme 
Commander for the Allied Powers or by agencies o f the Japanese 
Governmt~nl at his direction. 
We ht1reby command thtl Japanese Imperial General Headquarters 
fa issue at once orders to the Commanders of all Japanese f orces 
and all forces undtlr Japanese control wherever situated to surrender 
unconditionally themstJives and all forces under their control. 
We hereby command all civil, military and naval officials to 
obey and enforctl all proclamations, orders and directives deemed 
by thll Supreme Commandtlr for the Allit1d Powers to be proper to 
tlfftlcfuate this surrender and issued by him or under his oufllorily 
and Wll dlrtlcf all such officials to remain of their posts and to 
continu• to· perform their non-combatant dufitls unless specifically 
rt1lievt1d by him or under his authority. 
Wt1 htlrtlby undt1rfakt1 for thtl Emperor, the Japanese 
Governmtlnt and their succt1ssors fa carry out the provisions of tile 
Potsdam Declaration In good faith, and to issue whatever ordt1rs 
ana' taktl whaftlver acllon may btl rt1quirt1d by tile Supremtl Commander 
lor fhtl Alllt1d Powtlrs or by any other dtlsignoted represtlntotive of 
fht1 Allied Pawtlrs for lht1 purpostl of giving efftlcf to that Declaration. 
Wtl htlrtlby command fhtl JopontiStl Imperial Governmtlnl and 
lhtl Japanese lmptlriol Gt1nt1ral Ht1odquartt1rs at onct1 to liberate all 
a/llt1d prisoners of war and civilian inttlrnees now under Japanese 
control and to provide · for thtllr protecl/on, cart1, maintenance and 
'mmtldiate transportation to places as directed. 
The authority of lht1 Emptlror and the Japanese Government to 
rule thtl slaltl shall be subject to the Suprtlmtl Commander for tile 
Allitld Powers who will lake such sttlps as he deems proper to 
efftl c tua t• these ttlrms of surrendtlr. 
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Hirohito's Authorization To Jap "Surrender Deputy"-This docu-
ment was issued by Emperor Hirohito to Mamoru Shigemitsu, For-
eign Minister of Japan, Authorizing the latter to sign the Surrender 
Instrument on behalf of the emperor and Japan aboard the USS 
Missouri on September 2, 1945. The large square "box" contains 
the Seal Of the Jap Empire, the black characters over the seal are 
Hirohito's signature. Prime Minister of Japan countersigned the 
document. 
on /ht/ __ _.JS...._fli.IICOJUNQI....... __ doy of SEPTEMB.t..B..__ , !945. 
By Command and in bt1holf of l htl Em~Hror (1{ Japan 
By Command and In ~half of thl JcpaMsl 
/m{J#n"ol Gsntlrol H.ad/uol'fl n . 
ACCti!Pittd at TOKYO DAY JAPA N of ~ f;~ $ 7 
Of1 /hi SfCONQ day of S LIER 1 /94 51 
lor lhtl Unilttd Stottls, Rt~pub/ic of China, 1Jnilt1d Kingdom and l htl 
Union of Savill Socialist Rt~publr'cs, and in lhtl infntlsls of lhtl oth1r 
Uni ttld Notions of war with Japan . 
Rtlpublic ol Chino Rtlprtlstlnlalivtl 
0 '""'-'LA- 9r (\./\ VY. 
Signatures On Surrender Instrument-Signatures appended to 
the Surrender Instrument which brought World War II to a 
close. Representatives of the Japanese and Allied governments 
signed the momentous document aboard the USS Missouri on 
September 2, 1945. 






NEW YORK'S ONLY "LADY MARINE" 
IS SHIP'S TOP KICK 
Rated by her shipmates as the most 
glamorous "Leatherneck" in the Fleet, and the 
only feminine Marine aboard the U.S.S. NEW 
YORK, promotion from Platoon Sgt. to First 
Sgt. came last month to "Lady", the Marine 
Detachment's German Shepherd mascot. 
"Lady's" advancement in rating was or-
dered by Captain T. A. Durham, the detach-
ment's commanding officer, and elevated her 
to equal rating with her buddy, First Sgt. A. J. 
Cappel who has been in the service for ten 
years. "Lady" was recruited by Sgt. Cappel 
when she was only a month old and has two 
years and eight months in the Corps. The 
two sergeants came aboard the "Old Lady of 
the Fleet" in October, 1944. 
As the · aftermath to an affair that was 
nearly a service scandal, "Lady" had three 
pups a year ago. One is serving the K9 Corps 
of the Army. Another is a civilian on Seeing 
Eye duty, and the third is with Mrs. Cappel on 
guard at home in Norfolk, Virginia. 
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U.S.S. NEW YORK AVIATOR FACES 
JAPANESE FIRING SQUAD AND 
LIVES TO TELL ABOUT IT 
Lieut. W. K. Keller, USN, missing since 28 
May 1945, when he was catapulted from the 
deck of the NEW YORK at Okinawa, was res-
cued from a Japanese prison camp near Tokyo 
on 29 August and told a story of mistreatment 
and near-death. 
Lieut. Keller stopped in Honolulu for a 
short visit with Lieut. R. R. Reiland, former 
NEW YORK pilot now stationed at Pearl Har-
bor, and told of his being forced down off 
Amami Island, 100 miles north of Okinawa, on 
the night of 28 May, by a shortage of gaso-
line. 
Japanese PT boats surrounded the plane 
early the next morning, but Lieut. Keller said 
he had time to destroy all his confidential 
matter. During the transfer from the plane to 
one of the boats, Lieut. Keller and his passen-
ger, Lieut. R. S. Mixon, a medical officer at-
tached to the Third Fleet, managed to capsize 
the plane and it sank. 
The two Navy officers were taken to a 
prison camp on Amami and held there a 
month before being transferred to the Jap-
anese mainland. 
Lieut. Keller told of beatings he and the 
medical officer took because they would not 
reveal information regarding our · ships, and of 
the night Lieut. Mixon was dragged from his 
cell and placed before a firing squad. Lieut. 
Keller told that was the last time he saw the 
medic and that Lieut. Mixon's name was not 
listed among the freed prisoners. 
Later Lieut. Keller was placed before a 
firing squad but proceedings were halted by 
higher Jap officers who were still seeking in-
formation about the American fleet. 
The plane was en route to the battleship 
U.S.S. MISSOURI, to return Lieut. Mixon to 
his post, and a mix-up in bearings caused the 
plane to leave its course. 
Three months after funeral services were 
held aboard ship for Lieut. Keller, unofficial 
word reached the ship that he had been res-
cued. 
Lieut. Keller, a native of Burlingame, Cali-
fornia, came to the NEW YORK in October 
1944, and flew many reconnaissance flights 
over lwo Jima and Okinawa, directing gunfire 
of the NEW YORK. 
ARCHBISHOP. SPELLMAN OF NEW YORK 
RECEIVES FLAG ON VISIT TO U.S.S. NEW 
YORK AT PEARL HARBOR 
Expressing gratitude to the Almighty for 
Allied victory, the Most Reverend Francis J. 
Spellman, Archbishop of New York, visited the 
U.S.S. NEW YORK on 15 August 1945 and ac-
cepted an American flag presented to His Ex-
cellency by Captain Grayson B. Carter, com-
manding officer. 
In presenting the flag, Captain Carter 
said, "This flag has no battle scars. It has 
found its only use in gracing the altar before 
which Your Excellency in your sermon this 
morning exhorted us to accept the challenge 
of peace. We consider this a fitting emblem 
with which to plead that challenge. We are 
going to present this flag on behalf of the 
officers and men of the NEW YORK to Arch-
bishop Spellman in the hope that it will never 
see the destruction and bloodshed of war." 
In acceptance, the Archbishop replied, 
"With gratitude I receive this flag from the 
ship which bears the name of the great state 
from which I come. Many of you come from 
that state. All of you come from that great 
country, the United States-and that is our 
power. 
"To all of you on this ship, which has a 
history second to none, I promise you I shall 
follow Captain Carter's words and keep this 
flag as a symbol of things American and of 
peace. I shall place it in the Cathedral of Saint 
Patrick in New York. There let it remind us 
forever that the challenge of peace is just as 
great and important as that of war. We have 
another battle ahead of us, the battle for 
peace." 
Standing in the shadow of the great ship's 
14-inch guns, the crew, accompanied by the 
ship's band, added a spirited note to the cere-
mony by saluting the Archbishop with a lusty 
rendition of "The Sidewalks of New York" as 
a tribute to his home city. His Excellency 
smiled and joined in the song. 
The #rst enlisted man the prelate met was 
Edward F·. Spellman, watertender second-class, 
who lives in Boston, former home of the Arch-
bishop. His Excellency and the sailor, however, 
were not able to establish family relationship. 
The Archbishop is military vicar for Cath-
olic chaplains of the Army and Navy. 
Dental staff utilize its modernly equipped of-
fice in caring for the ship's company. 
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Taps For The Honored Dead-Three NavY men who were 
wounded in the assault on Iwo ]ima. and later died aboard 
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The "crane that came to the lnOVies";, the background. 
Two Hula Girls help to make life more enjoyable in Honolulu. 
' 
A restful afternoon at sea on the ship's back porch. 
TUitet On• !Uffig In the days when a 5 1J1Ch sat on the }>oat 
deck instead oi a 40 mtn· 
Storm 
Inany yviolence 
ears. ott s an Francisco 
causes hea · · V'Iest rolls in 

Now hear this-.unbaflt;ng em Ute loc'sle has been belayed. 
h gun A 3 inc 
work. 
in action. crew 
howing s . really 
th team-smoo 
at sea. Crossroads Thunderbolt fuselage breaks lashings dun,g stonn 
. Battery 
. Maln hap 1n 
. ht rnis 
A shg horns. 
5 lock 
l days; schoo 
4 and turret 
A 'escue pa,ty ;s lowe,ed ove, the s;de to transle, a patient from a passing merchant ship . 
the bow. ver ter 0 hWO Roug 
20 1nm gun crew in action against a sleeve target. 
Trans-Mantic btoadcast. Captain Catter and the NeW York 
represent the United States NavY during an J>.nglo-JS.merican 
radio observation of Navy Day. s·1 I houett e of 3" guns. 
Under the old Hammerhead, largest in the world, Norfolk 
Navy Yard. 
"l 1944 . ... 
Yard drydock, Apn 
lk Navy ln Norfo 
Scraping and Wire-brushing the side and underwater bottom meant e'Verybody O'Ver the sid . 
t Eniwetok. 
. ect broken screw a 
divers to lnsp 
Down go the 
New port screw justifies 1000 mile trip to floating dry dock 
at Manus. 

The floating dry dock at Manus, where two broken prop blades were re-
placed March, 1945. 
No Part ot the Sbi is 
Sullllller 1945 P overlooked in Pear] I.Y b 
' · ~"' or o•erhnuJ. 
Peaceful Hawaii aftet Okinawa's sound futY· Koko 1i ead-Ja nd lllark on 0 h au. 
'1171 
I '!I 
Lea•es Berth-Vi>-luaiJy SU<rounded by strtcken •hips, !he 
llss l'leosho, l'lary oil lanker, cautiously backs away from 
her ber~h (righl cenfer) in a successful effor~ fo escape !he 
Japanese Oftack on Pearl llarbor, T. ll. December 7, 1941. AI 
lei!, !he ha!Ueship ,llSS California, ~sfs oiler aerial blows. 
O!her crippled warships and P<nt of hull of !he capsized Uss 
Oklahoma may be seen in background. The l'leosho was lofer sunk in the Cora] Sea. 
This \s the scene ol Peatl Harbor-taken from flee\ 1\.drn\ral C. W. N\rn\IZ 
real headquarters---<1 few rn\nutes alter the radio report the n\qhl ol 1\.U<JUSI 
13 thai the ]aponese Go•ermnenl had accepted the JI.U\es' surrender tertnS· 
To the )ell \s the Na•Y Yard and to the r\qhl is shown ford Island•· The pyro· 
technics are lrorn •erY pistols \\red lrotn shiP"• and red tracer bullets. The 
ent\!e hatbor was a mas• ol color-red, green and wh\le--<lnd \1 resembled a 
q\qan\\c lighted Christmas tree. The scores ol huqe search 1\ah\S \n the area 
crisS-crossed the sky dur\nq the spontaneous celebration which lasted a hall 
hour. 
Pearl H arbor , theN avy' s powerh ouse p acific b ase. 
Bell. on camP 
the site o Oahu, . 
Luau. i the Pea,l l!arba,, the Navy's !'awe,hause Pacific base, conies on 
in peace the 'Ole she played sa well in the days following 
the lap attack. l!e,e, as at othe, Key Navy bases, is visible 
evidence of Navy sea !'awe,. This aerial view shows th,ee 
aimaft can-ien, a hall do,en LSTs (Landing Ship Tanks) and numerous other craft in the harbor. 
I . 
Sunse t on 
hu trom Oa ' 
camp Bell the site o 
Luau. f the 
l!awoii, ond its uso Comp Bell ( ext,eme tight), "'eont , •• , and relaxation and scenic splendor. 

Young figaro making sb< knots in peacelul seas oil Diamond 
Head. 
Hawa··· ll s t ropical w· 
mdward sh ore. 
Handling the mooring ttnes as we pull into a berth at Pearl 
Harbor. 
A. ne Yard w 14" 
. gun is placed . lnt urret one at Pearl II 
arbor N avy 
. to turre 
. fitted m gun lS Anew 
tone, a 1 Harbor. t Pear 
Ou, hew <n>cho, chotn ontves on flot cor to 'eploce the one left tn 60 fothoms off flogusht ot Oktnowo. 
Turret three trained out on the ,''Old Sara" at Pearl Harbor. 
The R 
beach oya] Ii 
at Wa?k~aiian 1 1ki. and M oana Ii otels . stand out 1 a ong the 
· to Los Putting ln 
war's end. 
after the 
in first trip borne 
Angeles Harbor 
Dinah Shore . 
york berths i~mLgsAweico.me to pa 
· Ha b ssengers 
. r or, Sept., 1945. and crew as New September 1945 
The NEW YORK made one more cruise 
to Pearl Harbor to pick up 1,200 high point 
Navy enlisted men and officers and re:tuc5n 
them to the East Coast where she was slated 
to be for Navy Day. She arrived in New York 
after almost a month underway on 19 October 
1945 and was well received by the City of 
New York. 
DINAH SHORE GREETS NEW YORK AS 
SHIP BECOMES HOLLYWOOD HOST 
Amidst the strains of "California, Here I 
Come", the NEW YORK sailed in - s-an' Pedro 
(California) Harbor the morni g of 9 Septem-
ber 1945 to be greeted by Dinah Shore and to 
begin an eleven..Qet ',iisit which brought some 
of filmdofu's brightest stars to the decks of 
the "Old Lady Of The Fleet". 
As the NEW YORK sided into her berth 
in the harbor, the first battleship ever to moor 
alongside a pier in that harbor, officers and 
men of the ship and 826 veterans returning 
from the Pacific aboard the "Old Lady" listen-
ed with rapt attention to a beautiful voice float-
ing across the still waters singing, "You'd Be 
So Nice To Come Home To". None of the hun-
dreds' assembled topside on the ship knew 
that the beautiful young lady dressed in white 
and singing from the pier was Dinah Shore, 
not until they heard, "Hello, Fellows, this is 
Dinah Shore." A cheer burst from the lined 
decks of the "Old Lady" and oral requests 
were yelled to the most popular singer of 
G.I.'s everywhere. 
During her stay in San Pedro Harbor, the 
NEW YORK extended her hospitality to such 
well-known film players as Randolph Scott, 
star of "China Skies", Donna Reed, whose 
latest picture is "They Were Expendable", and 
Madame Marie Ouspenskiya, currently film-
ing "Concerto", Madame Ouspenskiya, for-
merly of the Moscow Art Theatre and one of 
the outstanding character actresses in the 
world today, visited the ship with Mary Gor-
don, she of the Scotch brogue who is famed 
for her mother voice. Starlets Angela Greene 
of Warner Brothers, and Betty Hill of Para-
mount also tasted t.l}e NEW YORK's hospitality. 
Joan Leslie's visit to the NEW YORK was 
postponed when the ship received unexpected 
sailing orders to depart for Pearl Harbor one 
day ahead of schedule. 
NEW YORK First Ship to be Honored 
By Hollywood Canteen 
In September 1945, the Hollywood Can-
teen saluted officers and men of the NEW 
YORK at a special party marking the ship's 
return to the U.nited States wih over 800 pas-
sengers after e1ght months in the Pacific. Jose 
Iturbi, Joan Leslie, Betty Brode!, Madame 
Marie Ouspenskiya, Angela Green, Estelle 
Taylor, Mary Gordon, Marie Hare, Raymond 
Hatton, Bill Neff, Betty Hill, Peter Helmers, 
Benson Fong, Makail Rasumny, Chill Wills, 
a~d Mrs. Arthur Freid were among the motion 
p1cture stars and starlets that greeted the 
NEW YORK. 
It was the first time the Canteen had ever 
honored a single ship, though it has played 
host to over a million servicemen during its 
three-year life. It was also the first time offi-
cers were ever invited to the Canteen. 
Lazy afternoon on the forecastle while going through the 
Conol on the "}'lomeword Bound" cruise. 
Hom b eward 
attie-w Bound eary Cr . passen U1se gers. afforded few qcco 
.· . .- modat· 
. Ions for 
Goin9 !ton> the Pacilic to the At)anlic fleel. the New Yo<k 
sails th<ough the mountains o! the Canal Zone. Over th Canal. e side while . gomg th rough th e locks at the p an am a 
Panama the Transiting 
Canal. the way home. In the Miranores Lake, C. Z., prior to transiting the Canal on 
We joln two destroyers. also headed lot Navy DaY celebta· 
tions on the East Coast. 
Libert . y lS cl ose at h 
and as b row. ls put . 
, 1n pi ace. 
:mooring With 
done. 
waits. liberty a Panama Colon. Wo,king day sta,ts ea,ly in the monUng on Cash Sbceet in 
Panatnanlan Governtnenl !louse overlooks colorful cilY 
square. 
Newy ork sa·l 1 ors relax. me oion pi aza. 
Shop 
s along the 
av-enu . 
e Ill C 
olon. 
Govern 
. Colon. Rep d. g 1n buil ln ment 
am a. ublic of Pan 
An afternoon's liberty fakes men to parks of Colon, 
r ) 
P,tter a close squee•e through lhe ea~al Zone locks. the ship 
~a~furP~ . 
!be A.ti lng tb antic 0 
e last 1 cean ock and 1\T 
. ~~ew York Cit Y are ab ead after 1 eav. 
----
Destination' Stateside. 1200 N<>V'/ dDd Coast Guard passen· 
gers carne aboatd in Pearlllarbor in Septernber, 1945, to ride 
with us horne on tbe long trip through tbe Canal to NeW 
York-and horne. 
The T b hird . 
ound, 194S.Division stands Captain's Ins peer Ion, hom eward 
·nto 'N. Corning 1 
bor after Y. E.ar 
a long 
cruise. convoy Fi"t raised arm of Welcome, the Statue of Liberty means the end of a three-week cruise from Hawaii. 
-- - -~~~~~-~~------ -~~--- -
"Welcome home-well done". The ship enters New York 
Harbor on a misty October morning. 
foreca•tle gang await' the word to <Jxop the hOOk. a• the .Old 
LadY take• her place in the NavY DaY Une ol revieW. !lud.on 
River. New York. October. 1945. 
Swarm· 
York lng tu at the gs gu 'd end l e h of the t e Old 1945 h Lad . ome Y lnto h Ward b er b ound erth at ~· 
cruise. l~ew 
All hands are top•ide as the ,hip pulls into Pier 51. NeW 
York, Iii' I Atlantic port alter an eleven rnonlh tour of dulY 
in the Pacific. 
x~iles from g., 1945 ° few f 
• 0 the 1200 h ozneward b ound passeng ers, 
Some otlhe fuousond NUV'/ and eoast Guard passengers go 
over lhe side in New York at the end ol a long cruise !tom 
Hawaii. 
Betw . 
llle een d n of th ances e Old at Ne Lady w York' celebrate~ J:lotel .R 
In lanu~~;e-velt wh 
, 1946. ere lOoo 
]oyxnakers promenade beneath the Old Lady's resplendent 
tresses while "]loots" NovinSkY considers thoughtfully but 
approvingly. 
Pulling. Into p· ler 26 d . unn 
f 
g Christ 
.tnas w eek, 1945 
Ship plays host to K<l'/ Kyser at broadcast ahoatd on NavY 
Day. 1945. 
Kay K Visit. yser is r eceived enth . uslasr lcally d . 
unng his Navy D ay 
Ne"' York's ov;n Santa Claus drops trorn the skY in a 1945 
version oi a 1915 tradition. Old Wyo iorrn• backdrOP· 
Pulling. Into . Pier 2S N 
ew Yok r a , cross f rom th e Uss Wyom· mg. 
erience. the 
ears of e'ltp he nee\ 
f her thirty·tV.:od Y •• s revieW of t 
· born o presl en• 
W·•h ~erfechon up for the h k dresses 
NeW or 1945. 
on Navy Day. 
October 
The NEW YORK participated in the Pres-
idential Navy Day review of the Fleet in the 
Hudson River on 27 October, where she was 
the first ship to be reviewed. 
The ship was offered to the State of New 
York by the Navy Department to be kept as a 
The sh· 
• 1P stand 
mg the Presid s at attention 
ent of th as tbe d 
e United S estroyer R 
totes, app hensbaw, 
roac es. 
memorial but after no decision was forthcom-
ing from the State after the ship had been in 
New York for three months, the Department 
assigned her as one of the target ships in the 





. the duty ln 
River: 
SparkUng 'neath gayly colored llghts and wHh tradlHonaJ 
Chtishnas frees swinglng from her yardarms, the "Chrlstmas Shlp" Uves up to lts name in 1945 asH dld ln 1915. 
d the ser an Kay Ky ade. 
seren Day 
hestra 
. 's ore shlp 
. forces jo1n 
Navy for a 
-· 
.... ~f-._ 
of approval. lifter leading hand through a red hot version of "Bugle Call llag" Navy Day Visitor /{ay !{J'Ber gives the boys a handshake 




The Pre•\dent ol the Un\\ed State• and the creW' ol the NeW 
'{ork and the De•troyer Ren•haW ,a\ute the national anthem 
a• the Pre•\denl '' honored during h\' Navy Day rev\eW ol 
the fleet. 
uss to p Misso . residen~n With d on l\T estr navy D oyer R ay en h 
, 1945. s aw alongside plays h ost 
smoke \<Offi the )olissoud's twenty-One gun solute to the 
p,esident ddfl towa<d )olanhattan's sho<e du<lng the Navy 
Day revieW· 
-· 
Fro Oldm the h' Lady dighest f uring N ore top i 
avy D n ay. 
• 
the f1 .._ 
eet, the 
colors fl y over the 
. spec 
"d nt 1U Presl e The 
ts the l arrn batt e 
ada. 
t• 
' I ~ \• 
... ~· I \" 
" i 
. ' 
... \ .. \-
. . .
• . • ,. 
The Navy', a;, ann pa,.e, over the ma;nmast on Navy Day. 
The fleet s 
d nt on Presi e 
alutes the 
Navy Day. 1945 . . 
IJSS Midway salutes the Presldent as un;ts of the ileet Une the Hudson. for Navy Day review. 
A.A. batter'!?' 1 
Chief. ~ s ast report: 7' 
: Wellty-olle for the Co1'h,- d . 
-·.,.·~all er lll 
p,e,ident of the United State•. Ha«Y S. T<uman. <e<iewing 
the USS New York , Navy Day. 1945. 
Tbou Nav sands 1" y Day me st Week reets OUtsid 
e Pier 51 to . VISit Sbip d uring 
February 1946 
The NEW YORK was sent to Philadelphia 
to be prepared for Operation Crossroads, and 
it was on this ship that the Navy laid most of 
the groundwork of ideas that would apply to 
all the target vessels. In Philadelphia the ship 
was across the pier from the ex-German heavy 
cruiser Prinz Eugen, also assigned to the 
Crossroads target fleet, and whom she had 
heard of before in the days of the Neutrality 
Patrol in the North Atlantic when the Eugen 
together with the German battleship Bismark 
were threatening the safety of the shipping 
lanes used by United States ships. 
On 4 March 1946, the NEW YORK pro-
ceeded out from Philadelphia alone on what 
will probably be her last cruise, en route to 
Panama, Pearl Haibor and Bikini Atoll in the 
Marshall Islands for the atom bomb tests on 
naval surface craft. 
Last view of her namesake city, the New York sails for 
Bikini Atoll in the Marshall Islands and the atomic bomb ex-
periment. 
The New Yo<k join' othe< heavy unit' ol the Atlantic flee\ a' 
,be ente<' Philadelphia Navy Ya<d on the h<'l ,top o\ he< 
joumey to the atomic bomb .xpe<iment. 
~ -....---- ---
The "Boy" BMge in vieW as New y o<k sails into son f<on· 
cisco tor short rest beiore "Crossroads". 
Pass · mg Under the S an Franc· lsco-o 
akland Bay Brid ge. 
·luawpadxa qwoq WOlD aql pun !UPfHI 




The hi'story of the NEW YORK reflects 
great honor, .glory and pride to all who trod 
her decks. With the coming' of the "Atomic" 
age, this gallant ship has not "'oeen denied the 
opportunity to serve again. "Greater love hath 
no man than he who lays down his life for a 
friend," and truly the NEW YORK is called 
on, this time to-perhaps-pay the "Suprema 
Sacrifice' m tne operation "CROSSROADS",-
in ' tlfe atomic bomb tests off Bikini Atoll. 
It is not beheved possible that man-made 
machinery of wa will withstand the devasta-
ting blasts of the atomic bomb. It will be in-
deed a severe test, ana no more vigorous re-
sistance could possiole be encountered than 
within the age-worn, truly-tried decks of this 
gallant ship-"The Old Lady Of The Fleet." 
In this ship-as in the pearls of the men 
who served her-is welded a heritage that will 
withstand the ravages of time, to the end that 
-if there be another NEW YORK-its Ship's 
Company will hold ever high-the Torch that 
has been handed them-for COUNTRY and for 
GOD. 
"Eternal Father, strong to save, 
Whose arm doth bind the restless wave, 
Who bidd'st the mighty ocean deep 
Its own appointed -limits keep." 
·siSal qwoq WO\O aq1 puo 1UPHS: 01 alnpodap lOJ rou61s aq1 



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































With the coming of the Atomic Age, this 
gallant ship was given the opportunity to 
serve again and in the bomb tests at Bikini, 
she survived while the USS Arkansas was sent 
to the bottom, leaving the USS New York the 
oldest U. S. Battleship afloat. 
Leaving San Francisco on 1 May 1946, 
she sailed to Bikini via Pearl Harbor and Kwa-
jalein under the command of Captain L. H. 
Bibby, a handful of experienced officers and 
men and a green crew. She was subjected to 
both atomic bombs, the air burst of 1 July 1946 
and the underwater explosion of 25 July 1946. 
And in tribute to her original builders and to 
the Navy men who kept her in trim for 32 
years, she stayed aflo11t. 
On 28 August 1946, her final chapter was 
written when she was officially decommis-
sioned. 
In this ship-as in the hearts of the men 
who served her-is welded a heritage that will 
withstand the ravages of time, to the end that 
-if there be another NEW YORK-its Ship's 
Company will hold ever high-the Torch that 
has been handed them-for COUNTRY and for 
GOD. 
"Eternal Father, strong to save, 
Whose arm doth bind the restless wave, 
Who bidd'st the mighty ocean deep 
Its own appointed limits keep." 
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